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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

ON SIMPLE BUT HARD RANDOM INSTANCES OF
PROPOSITIONAL THEORIES AND LOGIC PROGRAMS
In the last decade, Answer Set Programming (ASP) and Satisfiability (SAT) have been used
to solve combinatorial search problems and practical applications in which they arise. In
each of these formalisms, a tool called a solver is used to solve problems. A solver takes
as input a specification of the problem – a logic program in the case of ASP, and a CNF
theory for SAT – and produces as output a solution to the problem. Designing fast solvers
is important for the success of this general-purpose approach to solving search problems.
Classes of instances that pose challenges to solvers can help in this task.
In this dissertation we create challenging yet simple benchmarks for existing solvers in
ASP and SAT. We do so by providing models of simple logic programs as well as models of
simple CNF theories. We then randomly generate logic programs as well as CNF theories
from these models. Our experimental results show that computing answer sets of random
logic programs as well as models of random CNF theories with carefully chosen parameters
is hard for existing solvers.
We generate random logic programs with 2-literals, and our experiments show that it is
hard for ASP solvers to obtain answer sets of purely negative and constraint-free programs,
indicating the importance of these programs in the development of ASP solvers. An easyhard-easy pattern emerges as we compute the average number of choice points generated
by ASP solvers on randomly generated 2-literal programs with an increasing number of
rules. We provide an explanation for the emergence of this pattern in these programs. We
also theoretically study the probability of existence of an answer set for sparse and dense
2-literal programs.
We consider simple classes of mixed Horn formulas with purely positive 2- literal
clauses and purely negated Horn clauses. First we consider a class of mixed Horn formulas
wherein each formula has m 2-literal clauses and k-literal negated Horn clauses. We show
that formulas that are generated from the phase transition region of this class are hard for
complete SAT solvers. The second class of Mixed Horn Formulas we consider are obtained
from completion of a certain class of random logic programs. We show the appearance of
an easy-hard-easy pattern as we generate formulas from this class with increasing numbers
of clauses, and that the formulas generated in the hard region can be used as benchmarks
for testing incomplete SAT solvers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The past few decades have seen the development of many approaches to solving search
problems. We consider here two of them: reducing the problem to Satisfiability (SAT), and
to Answer Set Programming (ASP).
Satisfiability, or SAT for short, is a problem arising in propositional logic. We define
it formally later. Here we simply mention that it consists of deciding whether a propositional formula (often subject to some syntactic restrictions) has a satisfying assignment (or
model). Many real-world problems can be reduced to SAT in a way that establishes a correspondence between solutions to the problem and models of the corresponding formula.
To explain more precisely what we have in mind, let us consider a problem Π with the set
of instances I(Π). By the propositional logic formulation of Π we mean a function fΠ ,
such that
1. to every instance I ∈ I(Π), fΠ assigns a propositional formula fΠ (I)
2. fΠ can be computed in polynomial time
3. for every instance I ∈ I(Π), Π has a solution for an instance I if and only if fΠ (I)
has a model
4. solutions to Π for I can be extracted in polynomial time from models of fΠ (I)
It is known that the class of problems that can be reduced in this way to SAT is the class
NP-search also known as the class NPMV [67]. It includes many hard problems arising in
practical applications.
Answer Set Programming (ASP) [53, 61] is a knowledge representation and reasoning
formalism that is used to model and solve computationally hard search problems. In ASP
an instance of the search problem is modeled as a logic program so that answer sets of
1

the logic program correspond to solutions of the problem. ASP provides a programming
environment for modeling the constraints and the domain information (an instance) of the
search problem as a high-level program using an ASP language [70, 72]. ASP uses a tool
called the grounder to convert the high-level program and domain information into a lowlevel program called a propositional program. In more formal terms, let Π be a problem
with the set of instances I(Π). The ASP functions fΠ , similar to those in SAT, are determined by a fixed-length ASP program PΠ capturing the specification of the problem Π and
by the process called grounding denoted by grnd. More precisely, if the program PΠ encodes Π and I represents an instance to Π, then fΠ (I) = grnd(PΠ ∪ I). The programming
environment, along with the grounder, constitutes the front-end of ASP. The back-end of
ASP has a solver that takes the ground propositional program produced by the front-end
and computes its answer sets.
The primary difference between the two formalisms is that ASP comes with a highlevel programming front end that is not provided by SAT. A single high-level programming
front end can take different problems and their instances and produce corresponding propositional programs that are then solved by the solver. In the case of SAT, each problem and
its instance must be reduced to a propositional formula to be solved by a SAT solver using
specialized tools that differ from problem to problem. However, the solvers for the two
formalisms employ similar techniques for solving propositional programs and formulas.
The two formalisms have a wide range of applications [27, 48]. The current ASP languages are used to model instances of real-world problems such as preference reasoning
[14, 15], semantic web [40], product configuration [71], software configuration [75], and
combinatorial problems in the class NP and in the class ΣP2 . The main applications of SAT
are in the areas of hardware verification [18], bounded model checking [17], software
verification [21], and planning [44].
Applications of SAT and ASP created the need for good solvers that can solve problems quickly. Hence many solvers have been developed in recent years for each of these
formalisms, and have been successful in solving search problems and problems of practical
importance. There are two broad classes of solvers: complete solvers are those that always
2

find a solution to a problem or determine that none exists; incomplete solvers are those that
do not guarantee to find a solution even if one exists. The solvers in each of these classes
can be further characterized based on the algorithms, data structures, and heuristics used
within them.
In order to compare the performance of these solvers, several benchmark problems were
proposed for both SAT and ASP at the SAT competitions [2], ASP competition [3, 5], and
at the online benchmarking environment for ASP [1]. Some of these benchmarks include:
1. Real-world problems: routing, job-shop scheduling, configuration problems, traveling salesperson, grammar-based information extraction, formal verification of processors, and bounded model checking.
2. Graph problems: weighted spanning tree, weighted bounded dominating set, Hamilton cycle, Hamilton path, reachability, hierarchical clustering, connected dominating
set, graph partitioning, and graph coloring.
3. Puzzles/Games: 15-puzzle, sudoku, solitaire, towers of Hanoi, maze generation,
blocked N-queens, and sokoban.
4. Random: random tight and non-tight logic programs, and random k-SAT formulas.
Even though many challenging benchmark problems have been designed and generated
to compare the performance of SAT solvers, the generation of random SAT benchmarks in
Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) has been of special interest to the researchers in the SAT
community. Researchers have proposed different models of random CNF theories. In
particular, a fixed clause length model [57] with a carefully selected set of parameters was
shown to generate hard CNF theories for SAT solvers. These benchmarks led to significant
advances in building efficient SAT solvers, both complete and incomplete.
The focus of this thesis is on generating random logic programs and random CNF theories that can be shown to be hard for solvers based on a measure such as the time taken by
the solver to obtain a solution, or using choice points as a parameter that measures the size
of the search space traversed by the solver to obtain a solution.
3

Our work is related to the prior work done on generating random CNF formulas [57],
as well as to the work done by Zhao and Lin on generating random logic programs [80].
We provide a description of the previous work in Chapter 5. Our work, like the prior work
done on generating random logic programs and random CNF theories, focuses on creating
hard instances for solvers. The main difference between the prior work and ours is that we
focus on generating simple yet hard random programs and theories.

1.1

Motivation

Our study and generation of random theories has been motivated by two key considerations.
First, hard random theories can be used as benchmarks to evaluate the algorithms used
in existing solvers. Second, experimental analysis as well as theoretical studies of the
properties of these random theories can provide us with insights for improving the design
of the heuristics and algorithms in these solvers.

1.2

Main Contributions

1. We provide models of simple logic programs that consist of 2-literal rules. These
programs can contain constraints (i.e., rules of the form ← a, b; ← a, not(b) and
← not(a), not(b)), purely negated rules of the form a ← not(b), and purely positive
rules of the form a ← b. We define different classes of logic programs that contain
combinations of these rules, such as logic programs that are purely negative (i.e.,
contain only negated rules) without constraints, or those that contain both positive as
well as purely negative rules.
We also provide models of simple SAT formulas, which are special types of Mixed
Horn Formulas (MHFs) that predominantly consist of purely positive 2-literal clauses
and purely negative Horn clauses. We also show that the SAT problem for this class
of CNF formulas is NP-complete.
2. We randomly generate 2-literal logic programs and SAT formulas from these models
and study their properties. In the case of randomly generated logic programs, we
4

experimentally and theoretically study the probability distribution for the existence
of an answer set for the 2-literal programs that we generate with an increasing density
of rules. We also experimentally study the difficulty for ASP solvers of the different
classes of randomly generated 2-literal logic programs and show that the programs
that have rules that are purely negative and constraint-free form the hardest class.
In addition, we observe the existence of an easy-hard-easy pattern as we compute
the average number of choice points generated by a solver on computing an answer
set for this class of logic programs, and we provide arguments that help explain the
occurrence of this pattern.
We experimentally study the probability of the existence of a satisfying truth assignment for randomly generated MHFs. We observe a phase-transition for the probability of the existence of a model and a corresponding easy-hard-easy pattern for SAT
solvers, as we test the satisfiability of MHFs, that we generate with an increasing
number of 2-literal clauses and a fixed number of Horn clauses.
3. We generate hard benchmarks for logic program solvers and SAT solvers. We show
that computing answer sets, for random 2-literal logic programs that have purely
negative constraint-free rules, are hard for ASP solvers.
We show that MHFs that are generated from the critical region where the probability
of the randomly generated formula being satisfiable is 0.5 are hard for SAT solvers.
We also generate hard random MHFs for incomplete solvers.

1.3

Thesis Organization

We provide in the subsequent chapter a brief introduction to the two formalisms Answer
Set Programming and Satisfiability. In Chapter 3 we provide a model for the generation
of simple-yet-hard random logic programs and study the properties of these programs. We
then consider models for the random generation of simple classes of mixed Horn formulas
in Chapter 4, and show that these formulas can be used as hard benchmark problems for
existing SAT solvers. We provide in Chapter 5 a brief discussion of related works. Finally,
5

we conclude in Chapter 6 and provide future research directions.

Copyright c Gayathri Namasivayam 2011
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Chapter 2
The two Formalisms
2.1

Satisfiability of Propositional Theories

This section explains the syntax and semantics of propositional logic needed to define the
satisfiability (SAT) problem. A description of a few subclasses of SAT such as Horn, Mixed
Horn Formulas (MHF), and K-CNF formulas is given here as well. We also provide a brief
introduction to SAT solvers.

2.1.1

Syntax and Semantics

In the area of SAT, a problem is usually represented as a special type of formula in propositional logic called a Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) formula, which is formed from
boolean variables using boolean connectives ∧, ∨, ¬, and parentheses. We often write simply variables instead of boolean variables. The syntax and semantics of CNF formulas is
given below.
Let v denote a boolean variable. A literal is either a boolean variable v or its negation
¬v. A clause C is a disjunction l1 ∨ l2 ∨ . . . lm , where all li ’s are literals. A CNF formula
is a conjunction of clauses.
We consider two truth values: t (true) or f (false). An assignment is a function that
maps boolean variables to truth values. Let F be a CNF formula and A an assignment that
maps every boolean variable in F to a truth value. The truth value of F based on A is then
computed inductively as follows. The truth value of a boolean variable that is mapped to
true in A is true, otherwise it is false. The negation of a variable is true if the variable is
assigned false in A, and false otherwise. A clause is evaluated as true in A (i.e., its truth
value is true in A) if at least one of its literals is true in A. A CNF formula is evaluated to
be true in A if all of its clauses are true in A.
A CNF formula is satisfiable (consistent) if there is at least one assignment that satisfies
it. Otherwise, the formula is unsatisfiable (inconsistent). Each assignment satisfying a
7

formula is called a satisfying assignment or a model. An empty clause has no satisfying
assignments, and the empty conjunction of clauses is satisfied by every assignment. With
these definitions we will now define the satisfiability problem in its search version.
Definition 1. By the satisfiability (SAT) problem we mean the problem in which inputs are
formulas in the CNF form and the objective is to find one or more satisfying assignments,
or determine that no such assignment exists.
The decision version of the SAT problem consists of deciding for an input CNF formula
F whether it has a model (without the requirement that if such a model exists then it has to
be returned).

2.1.2

Examples

Every problem in the class NP-search [67] can be reduced to SAT as described in the
introduction. We provide here the SAT representation for two problems: graph coloring
and blocked n-queens.
Graph coloring
In the graph coloring problem denoted by πcol , we are given a set of colors and a graph.
The goal of the problem is to color every vertex in the graph with a color so that no two
vertices that are connected by an edge have the same color. Every instance I of the graph
coloring problem is given by a set C of k colors and a graph G with a set V = {v1 , . . . , vn }
of n vertices and set of edges E. We construct here the propositional formula (i.e., a set of
clauses) fcol (I) for an instance of the graph coloring problem in the following way.
Let bij be a boolean variable representing the statement that vertex vi ∈ V , 1 ≤ i ≤ n
is colored with color cj ∈ C, 1 ≤ j ≤ k. First, we include in fcol (I) the clauses
bi1 ∨ . . . ∨ bik ,
for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. This ensures that each vertex is associated with at least one color.
Next, we include in the set fcol (I) clauses of the form
¬bij ∨ ¬bij 0
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for every i, j and j 0 where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and 1 ≤ j, j 0 ≤ k. This group of clauses ensures
that each vertex is associated with at most one color. Let {vi , vi0 } ∈ E represent an edge
between a pair of vertices vi and vi0 . To ensure that no two vertices of an edge are colored
using the same color, we include in fcol (I) clauses of the form
¬bij ∨ ¬bi0 j ,
where i < i0 and {vi , vi0 } is an edge in the graph.
Theorem 1. Let I be an instance to the graph coloring problem. Then solutions to I are
in a one-to-one correspondence with models of the propositional formula fcol (I).
Proof. Let M be a model of fcol (I). Then we construct a solution SM for an instance I
of the graph coloring problem in the following way: for every boolean variable bij that is
assigned true in M , we color the vertex vi with color cj in SM .
First, we show here that if M is a model of the propositional theory fcol (I), then SM is
a solution of the coloring problem for I. Let us assume that M is a model of fcol (I). One
can check the following:
• In SM , each vertex vi is colored with at least one color cj (the first group of clauses).
• In SM , each vertex vi is be colored with at most one color cj (the second group of
clauses).
• In SM , any two vertices that are connected by an edge cannot be colored using the
same color (the third group of clauses).
Hence, it follows that in SM every vertex is colored with a single color and that any two
vertices that are connected by an edge cannot be colored using the same color. Hence SM
is a solution to the graph coloring instance I.
Conversely, we show that if S is a solution to an instance I, then we construct a model
MS from S in the following way: for every vertex vi that is colored with a color j, we
assign a boolean variable bij to be true in MS ; otherwise, we set bij to false in MS . Let S
be a solution to a graph coloring problem. Since in S every vertex vi in the graph is colored
9

with a single color cj , we know that all the clauses in the first two groups are true in MS .
Moreover, since no edges have both their vertices assigned the same color, every clause in
the third group is true in MS , too. Thus, MS is a model of fcol (I).

Blocked n-queens
The blocked n-queens problem is a variant of the n-queens problem. In the blocked nqueens problem, we have an n × n board and n queens. Each square on the board is formed
by the intersection of a particular row and column. A square can hold at most one queen.
Some squares are blocked. The goal of the problem is to place n queens on the unblocked
squares of the board so that no two queens are placed on the same row, column, or diagonal.
Let us use i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, to denote the ith row on the board and j, where 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
to denote the jth column.
We construct here the propositional formula for an instance of the blocked n-queens
problem in the following way. We will define a set of clauses fbq (I) representing this
instance of the blocked n-queens problem. Let qij be a boolean variable representing the
statement that there is a queen in the square formed by the ith row and jth column. Some
squares on the board are blocked and cannot hold any queen. For every blocked square
(i, j) include in the set of clauses fbq (I),
¬qij .

(2.1)

At least one queen must be placed on every column. This constraint is represented by
clauses of the form
q1j ∨ q2j ∨ . . . ∨ qnj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n.

(2.2)

A conflict arises when any two queens are assigned to the same column, row, or diagonal.
These constraints are represented by clauses of the forms
¬qij ∨ ¬qi0 j ,

(2.3)

¬qij ∨ ¬qij 0 ,

(2.4)

where i 6= i0 ,
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where j 6= j 0 , and
¬qij ∨ ¬qi0 j 0

(2.5)

where the absolute value of i − i0 is equal to the absolute value of j − j 0 , i 6= i0 , and j 6= j 0 .
Theorem 2. Let I be an instance of the blocked n-queens problem. Then, solutions to the
problem for I are in a one-to-one correspondence with models of the propositional theory
fbq (I).
Proof. Let M be a model of fbq (I). Then we construct a solution SM of I in the following
way: for every boolean variable qij that is assigned to true in M , we place a queen in the
square (i, j). One can then check that in SM no queen is placed in a blocked square (since
M satisfies clauses of type (2.1)). Moreover, there is a queen in every column (clauses of
type (2.2)). Next, in SM no two queens are contained in a column (clauses of type (2.3)).
In particular, it follows that exactly n queens are placed on the board. Next, no two queens
are contained in the same row (clauses of type (2.4)) and no two queens are placed on the
same diagonal (clauses of type (2.5)). Thus, SM is a solution for I.
Conversely, let S be a solution of an instance I of the n-queens problem. We construct
from S a model MS in the following way: for every queen that is placed in square (i, j),
we assign the boolean variable qij to true in MS . One can check that MS satisfies all of the
clauses in fbq (I). Hence, MS is a model of fbq (I). For instance, since in S no two queens
appear in the same column, all clauses of type (2.3) are true in MS .

2.1.3

Special classes of SAT formulas

In addition to a general class of CNF formulas, we consider in the thesis other special
subclasses of CNF formulas with a restricted syntax. A CNF formula in which every clause
has exactly k literals is called a k-CNF formula. A Horn clause is a clause with at most one
occurrence of a non-negated atom. A 2-literal clause is a clause with exactly 2-literals in
it. We define Horn to be the class of CNF formulas in which every clause is a Horn clause.
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Mixed Horn Formulas (MHFs) are a subclass of CNF formulas in which every clause in
the formula is either a 2-literal clause or a Horn clause.
The general interest within the SAT community for consideration of each of these different restricted classes of formulas is due to some of the following reasons: simplicity in
the structure of the formulas as in the case of 2-CNF, Horn, and mixed Horn formulas; the
ability to represent several real-world applications within the restricted class of MHFs; and
a computational advantage allowing 2-CNF and Horn formulas to be solved in polynomial
time.

2.1.4

Complexity

The problem of deciding if a CNF formula is satisfiable is NP-complete, and is the first
problem shown to be NP-complete [19]. The satisfiability of 2-CNF, as well as Horn
formulas, can be solved in polynomial time [9, 56], and the satisfiability of k-CNF formulas
with k ≥ 3 is NP-complete [19]. However, the satisfiability of mixed Horn formulas,
interestingly enough, is also NP-complete [64].
Schaefer’s dichotomy theorem distinguishes classes of instances of the boolean constraint satisfaction problem for which a solution can be found in polynomial time [66]. The
classes of instances for which a polynomial time algorithm exists are: 2-SAT, Horn, dualHorn, trivially satisfiable formulas (i.e, a class of CNF formulas in which every clause has
at least a single non-negated variable or a class of CNF formulas in which every clause has
at least a single negated variable), and affine formulas. Schaefer also showed that all other
classes of the boolean constraint satisfaction problem defined in terms of constraint types
are NP-complete.

2.1.5

SAT solvers

A SAT solver is a program that takes a SAT instance as input and produces as output a
model, or all models, or decides that there are no models for it (i.e., it is unsatisfiable). SAT
solvers can be broadly classified into two categories: complete and incomplete solvers.
Complete solvers are those that are guaranteed to always find a solution for a SAT instance
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if one exists, or to determine that the instance is unsatisfiable by searching through the
space of truth assignments. Incomplete solvers are those solvers that are not guaranteed to
find a solution of a SAT instance, even if one exists (but they often do, and do so fast), and
do not determine that the instance is unsatisfiable.
Many complete SAT solvers have been developed, and the more recent ones that were
the winners at the SAT competition in 2009 are glucose [10], satzilla [77], and march hi
[39]. The earliest procedure used in complete SAT solvers is the Davis-Putnam-LogemannLoveland (DPLL) procedure. The procedure shown in Figure 2.1 is based on the DPLL
algorithm given in [12]. The DPLL procedure takes as input a CNF formula and either
produces as output a satisfying truth assignment or determines that the formula is unsatisfiable [22]. This procedure systematically searches through all possible boolean assignments
until it finds a model or shows that the given formula is unsatisfiable. It does so by a search
process that creates a binary tree whose nodes represent variables in the tree, and the two
downward edges from a node in the tree correspond to the two possible variable assignments made to the variable at the node. Once a variable v in the formula F is assigned
a value V al (i.e., V al ∈ {true, f alse}), then the DPLL procedure eliminates from F the
variable v and obtains a reduced formula F |(v = V al) in the following way: if there is
a clause with a literal (either v or ¬v) that evaluates to false, then it eliminates that literal
from the clause; and if there is a clause that contains a literal (either v or ¬v) that evaluates to true, then that clause is satisfied by the current partial truth assignment made to the
variable and it is removed.
Example 3. Consider a CNF formula F with variables {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 }, and
F = {v1 ∨ ¬v2 ,
v3 ∨ ¬v4 ,
¬v1 ∨ v2 }.
Then if v2 is assigned f alse. The reduced formula determined by the DPLL procedure is
F |(v2 = f alse) := {v3 ∨ ¬v4 ,
13

¬v1 }.
4
The following are the steps performed by a DPLL search algorithm as described in
Figure 2.1.
1. The procedure initially performs a step called unit propagation as seen in Line 1.
The unit propagation algorithm takes as input a CNF formula I and assigns it to
F . It then determines clauses called unit clauses that has a single unassigned literal.
The algorithm on detection of a unit clause immediately assigns the variable v in
the single unassigned literal in the unit clause to a boolean value V al that forces
the unassigned literal now to evaluate to true. The unit propagation procedure then
eliminates the variable v from the formula F (as described above) and obtains a
reduced formula F |(v = V al), which it calls F . The unit propagation procedure
continues to look for other unit clauses and eliminates them. During unit propagation,
more and more unit clauses can appear as more and more variables are assigned with
values. The formulas gets reduced each time a unit clause is obtained. This unit
propagation step terminates when either it can no longer detect any new unit literal
clauses, or when a clause has been falsified (i.e., one of the clauses is an empty clause
{}). The algorithm outputs a partial assignment A, and a reduced CNF formula F .
2. The procedure then checks to determine if all the variables are assigned; if so then the
formula is satisfiable and the procedure terminates with a satisfying assignment (see
Lines 2–4). The procedure reports the formula to be unsatisfiable if unit propagation
discovered a conflict (i.e., the reduced formula returned by unit propagation has an
empty clause {}, see Line 5–6).
If there are unassigned variables then it starts by choosing one variable v among
them, assigning it to be either true or false and performing unit propagation (see
Line 8). The DPLL procedure provided above is a recursive procedure; hence the call
to the unit propagation algorithm is made by calling the DPLL procedure with the
14

INPUT: I: a CNF instance of SAT
OUTPUT: A: a satisfying assignment for I output
SOL: indicates if the instance is satisfiable or unsatisfiable
BEGIN
1. (A, F ) = Unit-Propagation(I)
2. If all variables in F are assigned then
3.
SOL = Satisfiable;
4.
return A;
5. Else If a clause in F is falsified then
6.
SOL = Unsatisfiable;
7.
return false;
8. Else choose a variable v in F
9.
If (V = (DP LL(F |v = true)) == f alse then
10.
If (V = (DP LL(F |v = f alse)) == f alse then
11.
SOL = Unsatisfiable;
12.
return false;
13.
Else
14.
return (V ∪ A ∪ {v = f alse})
15.
Else
16.
return (V ∪ A ∪ {v = true})
END

Figure 2.1: Algorithm DP LL
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reduced formula F |(v = true) or F |(v = f alse). Each time a variable is chosen, a
node is added in the search tree and this node is called a choice point. The assignment
of a value to a variable (i.e., v = true or v = f alse) is represented by a branch in
the tree from the corresponding node.
3. Based on the current partial assignment made to the variables in the formula (i.e.,
after unit propagation), DPLL checks to see if any clause in the formula has been
falsified. If none of the clauses have been falsified, the algorithm repeats steps 2–4;
otherwise if a clause is falsified, then it does one of the following steps.
• The procedure backtracks to a choice point in the search tree that has most
recently been assigned exactly one of the two boolean values and then reassigns
it to the opposite value, performs unit propagation, and checks again to see if a
clause is not satisfied (see Line 10).
• If there is no earlier choice point for the algorithm to backtrack to in the previous step, the procedure determines that the formula is unsatisfiable.
The algorithms used in more recent complete SAT solvers are variants and modification
of the DPLL procedure. Some of the additional successful procedures that were integrated
with the DPLL framework include lookahead [30], backjumping [11], and conflict-driven
clause learning [73].
Incomplete solvers, otherwise called stochastic local search (SLS) solvers, have been
successful in obtaining models of satisfiable formulas with a large number of variables in
a shorter time than complete solvers, especially for the class of hard randomly generated
formulas. They are predominantly run with a fixed time limit within which they try to find
a model of the formula. These solvers do not necessarily guarantee finding a model within
the time given to them. The recent high-performing SLS solvers are TNM [4], gNovelty+
[4], and hybridGM [4].
The earliest SLS algorithm is GSAT [69]. It performs a randomized local search by
initially generating a random complete assignment. The algorithm then reassigns (i.e.,
flips) a single variable to the opposite value in the assignment. The variable that is chosen
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to be flipped is the one that minimizes the number of unsatisfied clauses in the formula.
The solver greedily flips variables until it finds a satisfying assignment or until a predetermined number of maximum flips is reached. Once the maximum number of flips has been
reached, the SLS repeats the entire process by generating, once again, a random complete
assignment. The SLS repeats the entire process until the time limit is reached.
GSAT has the possibility of getting stuck for a long time in a local minima which is
where all the neighboring truth assignments (those that can be reached by a flip) do not
result in decreasing the number of unsatisfied clauses. GSAT could spend considerable
time in such a local minima. Hence, in order to improve on such a situation, random walk
was introduced within local search solvers. The random walk strategy occasionally allows a
random selection of a variable to flip as opposed to the greedy flip strategy described earlier.
The random walk is incorporated within the walksat solver [68], in addition to the greedy
flip strategy that was used in GSAT. Walksat chooses a falsified clause and performs the
following: If there exists a variable in the chosen falsified clause that on flipping does not
make any satisfied clause falsified, it flips the variable; otherwise, it does a random walk by
randomly choosing a variable to flip from the chosen falsified clause with probability p and
by greedily choosing a variable to flip also from within a falsified clause with probability
1 − p. The random walk strategy has proven to be successful on larger random 3-SAT
instances when compared to the greedy strategy used in GSAT [69].

2.2

Answer Set Programming

Answer Set Programming (ASP for short) evolved from logic programming as the result of
the research on the meaning of negation in the syntax of logic programming. The semantics
that gained overwhelming acceptance, the stable-model semantics, could not be reconciled
with the single-intended model paradigm of logic programming. As examples that we give
later show, it is quite common for a program to have multiple stable models. Thus, in order
to exploit the stable-model semantics for logic programming a shift in the paradigm was
needed. Such a shift was proposed in the late 1990s [53, 61]. Under the new paradigm,
stable models represent objects to compute, and by intention, each represents a solution
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to the problem modeled by the program. Stable models are otherwise called as answer
sets and hence the name Answer Set Programming. Since then ASP has become one of
the most vibrant areas of research in logic programming. One of the important factors
behind the phenomenon of ASP is its strong connection to knowledge representation and
non-monotonic logics, in particular to default logic by Reiter [65]. More specifically, logic
programs with the stable-model semantics can be viewed (in a quite direct way) as special
default theories.
We provide here the syntax and the semantics of ASP. We also discuss other concepts
that are relevant to the thesis, such as: completion semantics, positive dependency graph,
supported model, and loop formulas. A brief overview of the complexity analysis of normal
logic programs is given. We end the chapter with a discussion of the different kinds of ASP
solvers.

2.2.1

Syntax

Let A be a nonempty set of symbols. Each symbol a, where a ∈ A, is called an atom. A
normal rule is an expression of the form
a ← b1 , . . . , bn , not(c1 ), . . . , not(cm ),
and a constraint is a an expression of the form
← b1 , . . . , bn , not(c1 ), . . . , not(cm ),
where a, bi ’s and cj ’s are atoms and not is the negation as failure connective. By head(r)
we represent the atom a, also called the head of the normal rule r. We use the term rule to
represent either a normal rule or a constraint. We denote the set of negated atoms cj ’s (the
set of non-negated atoms bi ’s) in a rule r as negbody(r) (posbody(r)). A normal rule r with
the empty posbody(r) as well the empty negbody(r) is a fact, and it is usually represented
with an omitted rule connective as
a.
A normal logic program P is composed of rules. By At(P ) we denote the set of all atoms
in the program P .
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Example 4. Example of a normal logic program P with At(P ) = {a, b, c, d} is shown
here.
{a ← not(b).
b ← c, not(d).
c.}
4
Let M be a set of atoms where M ⊆ At(P ). We define the satisfaction relation |= as
follows.
• M |= a if a ∈ M .
• M |= not(a) if a 6∈ M .
• For a constraint r, M |= r if there exist an atom a, such that.
a ∈ posbody(r) and M 6|= a, or
a ∈ negbody(r) and M 6|= not(a).
• For a rule r that is not a constraint, M |= r if head(r) ∈ M whenever
for every atom a ∈ posbody(r), M |= a, and
for every atom a ∈ negbody(r), M |= not(a).
• M is a model of a normal logic program P , denoted by M |= P , if for every rule
r ∈ P , M |= r.
A normal logic program whose rules have no negated literals in their bodies as well as
no constraints is called a Horn logic program. A Horn logic program always has a unique
least model [26]. We use lm(P ) to denote the least model of a Horn logic program P . We
provide here an example of a Horn logic program.
Example 5. Let P be a Horn logic program.
P = {a ← b.
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b ← c, d.
b.}
Its unique least model is {a, b}.

4

Normal logic programs that are not Horn may or may not have a least model. An
example of such a normal logic program that does not have a least model is shown in
Example 6.
Example 6. Let P be a normal logic program:
{a ← not(b).
b ← not(a).}
Then P has three models {a}, {b}, and {a, b}. Thus, P does not have a least model. It has
two minimal models {a} and {b}.

2.2.2

4

Stable-model semantics of a normal logic program

The semantics of a normal logic program is based on the intuition that if positive atoms in
the body of the rule are true and the negated atoms in the body can not be proved then the
atom in the head of the rule must be true.
In this subsection, we present the stable-model semantics of a propositional normal
logic program [34]. Let M be a model of P . We define here the reduct P M of a normal
logic program P . The reduct P M of a normal logic program P with respect to a model M is
computed as follows. For each rule r ∈ P , where r = a ← b1 , . . . , bn , not(c1 ), . . . , not(cm ),
1. if M ∩ {c1 , . . . , cm } =
6 ∅, delete r, and
2. if r has not been deleted, remove all negated atoms (not(c1 ), . . . , not(cm )) from r.
The logic program P M does not contain any occurrences of not connectives. Therefore,
it is a Horn logic program. A set of atoms M ⊆ At(P ) is an answer set if M is the least
model of P M (i.e., M = lm(P M )).
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We provide an example of a normal logic program that has answer sets in Example 7,
and also an example of one that does not have an answer set in Example 8. We also note
that if M is an answer set of P then M is a model of P [34]. Hence, in these examples we
will compute answer sets of P by considering only subsets of atoms of P that are models
of P .
Example 7. Consider a normal logic program P with rules
{a ← not(b).
b ← c, not(a).
c.}
The program P has three models M1 = {a, c}, M2 = {b, c} and M3 = {a, b, c}. The
reduct of P w.r.t. the model M3 , P M3 is given by
P M3 = {c}.
The unique least model of P M3 is {c} which is different from M3 . Thus, M3 is not an
answer set. We can show that M1 and M2 are answer sets in the following way. The reduct
of P w.r.t. the model M1 , P M1 is
P M1 = {a, c}
Clearly, lm(P M1 ) = {a, c}. Since, lm(P M1 ) = M1 , M1 is an answer set of P . The
reduct of P w.r.t. the model M2 , P M2 is
P M2 = {b ← c.
c}.
Again, lm(P M2 ) = {b, c}. Since, lm(P M2 ) = M2 , M2 is an answer set of P .
Example 8. Consider a normal logic program P with rules
a ← not(b).
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4

b ← not(c).
c ← not(a).
The program P has no answer sets. To show this, we note that P has the following models:
M1 = {a, b, c}, M2 = {a, b}, M3 = {a, c}, and M4 = {b, c}. We compute here the reducts
of P w.r.t. each of these models:

6 M1
P M1 = ∅ =
P M2 = {b.}
P M3 = {a.}
P M4 = {c.}
Clearly, in each case lm(P Mi ) 6= Mi .

4

Example 9. Consider a Horn logic program P with rules
{a ← b, c.
b ← c.
b ← d.
c.}
This program P has a unique answer set M = {a, b, c} which is lm(P M ).

4

Definition 2. A set of atoms M is an answer set of a logic program with constraints P if
M is an answer set of the program P without constraints, and M models every constraint
in P .
Theorem 10. Every Horn logic program P has a unique answer set and it is the least
model lm(P ).
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Proof. Let P be a Horn logic program. Then we know by the definition of a Horn logic
program that P is negation free. Since P is negation free, the reduct of P w.r.t to any model
M of P results in P (i.e., P M = P ). We also know that since P is Horn it has a unique
least model M 0 . Hence, for any model M of P where M 6= M 0 , we clearly observe that
M is not an answer set of P , since lm(P M ) = lm(P ) = M 0 . However, M 0 is an answer
0

set since it is a model of P and lm(P M ) = lm(P ) = M 0 . Thus P has a unique answer set
which is its least model M 0 .

2.2.3

Supported models

Definition 3. Let P be a logic program. For any set of atoms M ⊆ At(P ):
• An atom a is supported by P and M , if there exists a rule r ∈ P , where head(r) = a,
posbody(r) ⊆ M and negbody(r) ∩ M = ∅ (i.e., M satisfies body(r)).
• M is supported under P , if for every atom a ∈ M , a is supported by P and M .
• M is a supported model of P , if M is a model of P and M is supported under P .
Proposition 1. [54] Let M be an answer set of a normal logic program P , then M is a
supported model of P .
We show here that the answer sets M1 and M2 of the program in Example 7 are supported models. The atom a ∈ M1 is supported by the rule a ← not(b), since b 6∈ M1 .
The atom c ∈ M1 is supported by the rule c. Hence, since both the atoms in model M1
are supported by the program in Example 7, M1 is a supported under P . Since M1 is a
model of P and M1 is supported under P , M1 is a supported model of P . Similarly, one
can observe that M2 is also a supported model. This is consistent with Proposition 1. We
also note that the program P = {a ← a} has two supported models: ∅ and {a}. Only the
first of them is an answer set of P . Thus, the converse to Proposition 1 does not hold.
In the program in Example 8 the model M1 contains all atoms in the program. Since
none of the atoms in M1 can be supported by any rule in the program w.r.t. M1 and P , M1
is not a supported model. The other models M2 , M3 and M4 of the program in Example 8
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are also not supported models, since, we observe that in each model exactly one of the two
atoms is not supported by any rule w.r.t. to the model and the program.
We next consider the notion of a completion of a logic program. The completion of a
logic program results in a boolean formula in propositional logic whose satisfying boolean
assignments (i.e., models) are in one-to-one correspondence with supported models.
The completion is based on the intuition that a logic program rule can be viewed as a
definition of an atom appearing in the head of its rules. Hence, the completion enforces this
definition by defining an equivalence relation between every atom a and the disjunction of
the bodies of the rules with the atom a in its head.

2.2.4

Completion of a logic program

Let P be a logic program and let At be the set of atoms in P . For each atom a ∈ At, let
Ra = {r ∈ P |head(r) = a}. Let us use bd(r) to denote the conjunction of the literals
b1 , . . . , bn , ¬c1 , . . . , ¬cm in a rule of the form ai ← b1 , . . . , bn , not(c1 ), . . . , not(cm ).
Then, we define
_
Ca =

bd(r).

r∈Ra

If an atom a is not present in the head of any rule, then Ca is an empty disjunction and
so, it is a contradiction denoted by ⊥. The Clark’s completion [28] of a logic program P
denoted by PComp is obtained as follows,
PComp = {a ↔ Ca : a ∈ At}.
Example 11. Let us consider a logic program P with rules
{a ← not(b).
b ← c, not(a), not(d).
a ← c.}
Then its completion PComp is
{a ↔ ¬b ∨ c.
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b ↔ c ∧ ¬a ∧ ¬d.
d ↔⊥ .
c ↔⊥ .}
4
Theorem 12. [28] If P is a normal logic program and M is an answer set of P , then M is
a model of Pcomp .
However, the converse of the above theorem does not hold as can be seen from the
example show here.
Example 13. Let P be a logic program:
P = {a ← not(b), c
c ← not(b), a}.
Then
Pcomp = {a ↔ ¬b ∧ c.
c ↔ ¬b ∧ a.
b ↔⊥ .}
We can observe that Pcomp has a model M = {c, a}. The reduct
P M = {a ← c.
c ← a.},
and lm(P M ) = ∅ =
6 M . Hence, M is not an answer set of P .
4
Theorem 14. [54] Let P be a logic program. Then, M is a supported model P iff M is a
model of its completion PComp .
We introduce here a class of logic programs for which the converse of the theorem
holds.
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2.2.5

Tight logic programs

Let P be a normal logic program with a set At(P ). Then P is tight if there is a mapping Φ
Φ : At → {1, . . .}
such that for each rule r ∈ P of the form
a ← b1 , . . . , bk , not(c1 ), . . . , not(cm ),
we have
Φ(a) > max{Φ(b1 ), . . . , Φ(bk )}.
A program P is non-tight if such a mapping Φ does not exist.
Theorem 15. [28] Let P be a tight logic program and M ⊆ At(P ), then M is an answer
set of P iff M is a model of its completion P C .
However, if P is non-tight then the assertion may fail as can be seen in the example
shown here.
Example 16. Let P be a logic program:
{a ← b.
b ← a.}
Then, its completion Pcomp is
{a ↔ b.
b ↔ a.}
There are two models of the completion M1 = ∅, and M2 = {a, b}. Here, lm(P M1 ) =
∅, and lm(P M2 ) = ∅. Clearly, M1 is an answer set of P , and M2 is not.
4
Lin and Zhao restore the above theorem for non-tight programs by strengthening the
concept of the completion. They introduce a specially structured class of propositional
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formulas called loop formulas [49]. They show that the addition of loop formulas to the
completion of logic programs results in a theory whose models correspond to answer sets
of the logic program. We need to introduce first the concept of positive dependency graph
before we explain the notion of loop formulas.

2.2.6

Positive dependency graph

A positive dependency graph of a logic program P denoted by G(P ) is a directed graph
that is defined in the following way.
• The set At(P ) of atoms in the logic program P is the set of nodes in the graph.
• For every rule r ∈ P of the form
a ← b1 , . . . , bn , not(c1 ), . . . , not(cm ),
there is a directed edge from a to bi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

2.2.7

Loop formulas

We introduce here the concept of loop formulas [49] for logic programs.
Definition 4. A set of atoms L ⊆ At(P ) is called a loop of a logic program P if the
subgraph of the positive dependency graph G(P ) that is induced by L is strongly connected.
A singleton atom is a loop if there is an edge from the atom to itself in G(P ).
Example 17. The dependency graph G(P ) of a program P =
{a ← b, not(c).
b ← a, not(c).}
is shown in Figure 2.2. The subgraph induced by {a, b} is strongly connected. Thus, {a, b}
is a loop. We note that {a, b} is a model of the completion, which consists of formulas
{a ↔ b ∧ ¬c, b ↔ a ∧ ¬c, c ↔⊥} (equivalently, {a, b} is a supported model of P ).
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4

a

b
c

Figure 2.2: Positive dependency graph G(P )
We note that for the case of the program from Example 17, none of the atoms in the loop
{a, b} has a rule that could support it without depending positively on an atom in the loop.
In other words, all possible ways of deriving atoms in the loop depend positively on other
atoms in the loop. Lin and Zhao [49] observe that, if M is a model of the completion of P
(equivalently, a supported model of P ), and M is not an answer set of P , then M contains
such a self-justifying loop. In Example 17, a model {a, b} of the completion contains a
loop {a, b} that is self-justified. We will now provide a more complex illustration of this
observation.
Example 18. Let P1 =
{a ← b, not(c).
b ← a, not(c).
b ← not(c).
c ← d.
d ← c.}
The completion of the example, P1comp is
{a ↔ b ∧ ¬c.
b ↔ a ∧ ¬c ∨ ¬c.
c ↔ d.
d ↔ c.}.
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a

b

c

d

Figure 2.3: Positive dependency graph G(P1 )
The dependency graph G(P1 ) is shown in Figure 2.3. We note that there are two loops:
{a, b} and {c, d}. The latter is self-justifying. But the former is not. There is a rule that
potentially could support b (and so also other elements in the loop) that does not depend
positively on other atoms in the loop. Namely, the rule b ← not(c) has these properties.
We note that both {a, b} and {c, d} are supported models of P1 but only {a, b} is an
answer set.
4
The authors model these loops as formulas so that models of the union of the program
completion and the formulas of all loops are in one-to-one correspondence with the answer
sets of the logic program as shown here. Given a loop L of a program P , Lin and Zhao
defined a loop formula FL so as to capture the idea of “external” support. Namely, let L be
a loop of a program P , and a subset of rules RL of P be given by
RL =



r = a ← b1 , . . . , bn , not(c1 ), . . . , not(cm ) | r ∈ P, a ∈ L,

Wn

i=1 bi

6∈ L

.

Let us use bd(r) to denote the conjunction of the atoms b1 , . . . , bn , and the negated
atoms ¬c1 , . . . ¬cm that appear in body(r).
.
Definition 5. Let L be a loop and let RL = {rL1 , . . . , rLn }. A loop formula FL is an implication:

 _
_

a
⇒
bd(r)


a∈L
r∈RL
_

a
⇒⊥


a∈L
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if RL 6= ∅
if RL = ∅

Example 19. In Example 18 we have two loops L1 = {a, b} and L2 = {c, d}, and the
corresponding set of rules
RL1 = {b ← not(c)},
and
RL2 = ∅.
The corresponding loop formula for L1 is,
FL1 = a ∨ b ⇒ ¬c
≡ (¬a ∧ ¬b) ∨ ¬c
≡ (¬a ∨ ¬c) ∧ (¬b ∨ ¬c),
and for L2 is
FL2 = c ∨ d ⇒⊥
≡ ¬c ∧ ¬d.
We can observe that Pcomp ∪ FL1 ∪ FL2 has only one model M1 = {a, b} which is the only
answer set of the program from Example 18.
4
Lin and Zhao showed that if the completion of the program P is expanded with all loop
formulas for P, then models of the resulting theory are precisely answer sets of the program
— those supported models that are self-supported are eliminated. Lin and Zhao proved the
following theorem.
Theorem 20. [49] Let P be a logic program, M is an answer set of a logic program iff M
is a model of the union of the completion of the program P and loop formulas of all loops
in P .
The theorem is important as it provides us a way to directly translate between logic programs and propositional SAT theories, thus allowing ASP solvers to exploit in their design
the techniques used in the implementation of SAT solvers. It also provides a theoretical
foundation for several search prunings used by current ASP solvers.
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2.2.8

Complexity

First, the decision problem of checking if a set of atoms M is an answer set of a normal
logic program is in P and the problem of deciding if a normal logic program P has an
answer set is NP-complete ( [55]).
Next we consider special subclasses of logic programs. The problem of deciding if a
class of normal logic programs which has rules with a fixed number of literals K where
K ≥ 2 is NP-complete. The problem of checking if a logic program of simple two literal
rules wherein each rule consists of a single atom in the head and a single negated atom in
its body of the form a ← not(b) is NP-complete [55].
Finally, the problem of deciding if a Horn logic program has an answer set is in P
follows from the result we have earlier in Page 22.

2.2.9

Solvers for logic programs

A program that computes answer sets of a logic program is called a solver or an ASP solver.
There are many state-of-the-art solvers for computing answer sets of a logic program. Some
of the solvers that are being used are clasp [32], smodels [62], cmodels [35, 47], DLV
[25], ASSAT [49], and pbmodels [50]. These solvers can be categorized into two classes.
The first class consists of solvers that are native to the area of answer set programming.
Smodels, DLV, and clasp are examples of solvers in the first class. The second class consists
of solvers that translate logic programs into a CNF formula or pseudo-boolean (PB) theory1
and use existing solvers for these formalisms. The solvers ASSAT, cmodels, and pbmodels
belong to the second class of solvers.
Smodels like all other native solvers computes answer sets of a logic program by performing a backtracking search algorithm. Smodels uses the computation of a well-founded
model as a heuristic to guide the search. Smodels takes as input a ground normal logic program. The ground logic program provided to smodels can be obtained by using a grounder
called Lparse [74]. Lparse produces the ground logic program in the format accepted by
smodels.
1

It is a system of linear inequalities with boolean variables and integer coefficients.
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The DLV system is another native ASP system that computes the answer sets of a
disjunctive logic program (i.e., logic programs whose rules have an extended syntax). The
DLV system computes the answer sets of the logic program in two steps. The DLV system
uses a program called the model generator to guess a candidate for the answer set of the
logic program, and then it uses a program called a model checker to check if it is an answer
set.
Clasp is a new ASP solver that computes answer sets of extended normal logic programs. Clasp incorporates recent advances in boolean constraint propagation techniques
from the area of CSP and SAT. Some of these techniques include conflict-driven clause
learning [73], nogood recording and deletion [73], restarts [37], and watched literals [58].
Clasp accepts logic programs that are in the format obtained after grounding a logic program with variables using grounders lparse and GrinGo [33].
ASSAT computes an answer set of a logic program by using a SAT solver as a back-end
engine. The solver first computes the completion of the program and feeds it to a SAT
solver which generates a model, if one exists. Each model generated by the SAT solver is
checked to see if it is an answer set. If so ASSAT stops, else ASSAT appends an appropriate
loop formula to the completion theory and re-runs the SAT formula on the new theory.
The loop formulas prevent the re-generation of models of the completion theory that are
not answer sets. However, ASSAT has a possibility of adding an exponential number of
such loop formulas. ASSAT takes as input a ground normal logic program in the format
produced by lparse, and a complete SAT solver that is to be used as the back-end engine
for model generation.
The solver cmodels also computes the answer set of a logic program using a procedure
similar to the one described above for ASSAT. However, in cmodels the generation of an
answer set is integrated within the SAT solver. The completion of the program is provided
to the SAT solver, which generates models of the completion. Each model is tested to see
if it is an answer set of the program. If so, then cmodels outputs it, otherwise it computes
loop formulas. Cmodels uses this formula to backtrack to a node in the search tree of the
SAT solver and continues to generate other models. Cmodels also differs from ASSAT in
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that it can compute answer sets of logic programs with extended rules.
The solver pbmodels translates logic programs extended with weight rules to a PBtheory and uses PB solvers2 to compute answer sets [50]. This solver was based on the
completion of the logic program extended with weight rules into a propositional logic theory extended with weight atoms. The authors also extended the concept of loop formulas
to propositional theories with weight atoms so that answer sets of the logic program correspond to models of the propositional theory with weight atoms [51]. Pbmodels takes
as input a normal logic program extended with choice, cardinality, and weight rules in
the format produced by lparse, performs its completion into the language of propositional
logic extended with weight atoms, and finally translates the propositional logic theory into
PB-theories that can be accepted by various PB solvers.

Copyright c Gayathri Namasivayam 2011
2

They are programs designed to find solutions to a PB-theory.
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Chapter 3
Random Logic Programs

In this chapter we provide models of random logic programs and study their properties.
We consider random programs with rules of the same length, and in particular 2-literal
rules. These 2-literal programs despite their simplicity, are of considerable interest due to
the following. First, as we have noted earlier in Chapter 2, these 2-literal programs are
NP-complete. Second, many problems of interest have a simple encoding in terms of such
programs [41].
We study in this chapter experimental and analytical properties of random logic programs with two-literal rules. We begin by defining five different classes of programs each
of which can be distinguished based on the types of 2-literal rules. We also consider programs from classes that are formed by a union of some or all of these five classes. Next, we
provide a method for randomly generating a program from any of these classes. Finally,
we analyze the properties of these different classes of randomly generated programs.
The first property we study is the probability of existence of an answer set for randomly
generated logic programs from these classes. Then, we experimentally study the hardness
of random programs for ASP solvers, by determining the average time taken and the average number of choice points generated by solvers to compute the existence of answer
sets. We show that for logic programs that are constraint-free and purely negative an easyhard-easy pattern emerges as we plot the average number of choice points generated by
ASP solvers for randomly generated programs with increasing density of rules. We give
arguments to explain that pattern, and show that the hardness of programs from the hard
region grows quickly with the number of atoms. Our results point to the importance of
constraint-free purely negative programs for the development of ASP solvers, as they can
serve as useful benchmarks when developing good search heuristics.
The organization of the sections of this chapter is as follows. Section 3.1 provides an
introduction to the different classes of 2-literal programs. The experimental and theoretical
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analysis of the probability of existence of an answer set for random programs from these
classes is provided in Section 3.2. Finally, Section 3.3 gives the experimental results on the
difficulty of these programs for ASP solvers, as well as the theoretical results supporting
our explanation for the existence of an easy-hard-easy phenomenon.
Our work presented in this chapter appears in Proceedings of LPNMR-09 [59].

3.1

2-Regular Programs

We assume a fixed set of atoms At = {a1 , a2 , . . .}. There are five types of 2-regular rules:
a ← not(b);
a ← b;
← not(a), not(b);
← a, not(b);
← a, b.
Accordingly, we define five classes of programs, mRn− , mRn+ , mCn− , mCn± , and mCn+ ,
with atoms from At n = {a1 , . . . , an } and consisting of m rules of each of these types,
respectively. Without the reference to m, the notation refers to all programs with n atoms
of the corresponding type (for instance, Rn+ stands for the class of all programs over At n
consisting of proper rules of the form a ← b).
The maximum value of m for which mRn− , mRn+ and mCn± are not empty is n(n − 1).
The maximum value of m for which mCn− and mCn+ are not empty is n(n − 1)/2. Let
0 ≤ m1 , m2 , c2 ≤ n(n − 1) and 0 ≤ c1 , c3 ≤ n(n − 1)/2 be integers. By [m1 R− + m2 R+ +
c1 C − + c2 C ± + c3 C + ]n we denote the class of programs P that are unions of programs
from the corresponding classes. We refer to these programs as components of P . If any of
the integers mi and ci is 0, we omit the corresponding term from the notation. We provide
here a few examples.
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Example 21. The following program P belongs to the class [2R− + 2R+ + 2C − + 1C ± +
1C + ]10 .
P = {a6 ← not(a2 ).
a3 ← not(a5 ).
a4 ← a1 .
a3 ← a7 .
← not(a1 ), not(a9 ).
← not(a3 ), not(a8 ).
← a2 , not(a10 ).
← a9 , a5 .}
4
Example 22. Here we present a program P from the class [1R− + 2C − + 1C ± + 1C + ]10
P = {a1 ← not(a3 ).
← not(a1 ), not(a9 ).
← not(a3 ), not(a8 ).
← a2 , not(a10 ).
← a9 , a5 .}
4
When we do not specify the numbers of rules, we allow any programs from the corresponding classes. For instance, [R− + R+ + C − + C ± + C + ]n stands for the class of all
proper programs with atoms from At n .
Given integers n and m, it is easy to generate uniformly at random programs from each
class mRn− , mRn+ , mCn− , mCn± , and mCn+ . For instance, a random program from mRn−
can be viewed as the result of a process in which we start with the empty program on
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the set of atoms At n , and then in each step we add a randomly generated proper rule of
the form a ← not(b), with repeating rules discarded, until m rules are generated. In the
case when m is close to its maximum value for its class, denoted by mmax , we generate
a random program by starting with a program that has all possible rules in its class. We
then randomly choose a rule from the program to discard, and remove the rule from the
program. We repeatedly choose mmax − m rules from the program and discard them. This
approach generalizes easily to programs from other classes we consider, in particular, to
programs from [m1 R− + m2 R+ + c1 C − + c2 C ± + c3 C + ]n . Our goal is to study properties
of such random programs.
Proposition 2. Let P ∈ [m2 R+ + c1 C − + c2 C ± + c3 C + ]n (m1 = 0). If c1 = 0 then P has
a unique stable ∅. If c1 > 0 then P has no answer set.
Proof. We note here that the program P is a union of a Horn program H ∈ [m2 R+ ]n and
set of constraints C ∈ [c1 C − + c2 C ± + c3 C + ]n . Since H is a Horn program, it has a unique
answer set M , which happens to coincide with the least model of H. Since every rule in H
has the form a ← b, it is clear that M = ∅ is the least model of H and so, a unique answer
set of H.
Now, let us assume that c1 = 0, and consider any constraint c ∈ C. Then, c =←
a, not(b) or c =← a, b. Since, c has at least one non-negated occurrence of an atom in the
body of c and M = ∅, M |= c. Thus M |= P and M is a unique answer set of P .
Finally, let us assume that c1 > 0. Then C contains a constraint of the form ←
not(a), not(b). Since {a, b} 6∈ M , M 6|= c. Consequently, M is not an answer set of
P and so, P has no answer sets.
Thus, in order to obtain interesting classes of programs, we must have m1 > 0. In other
words, programs from Rn− (proper purely negative and constraint-free) play a key role.

3.2

The Probability of a Program to Have an Answer Set

We study first the probability that a random program in the class [m1 R− + m2 R+ + c1 C − +
c2 C ± + c3 C + ]n has an answer set. In several places we use results from random graph
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theory [13, 42]. To this end, we exploit graphs associated with programs. Namely, with a
program P ∈ [R− +R+ +C ± ]n we associate a directed graph D(P ) with the vertex set At n ,
in which a is connected to b with a directed edge (a, b) if b ← not(a), b ← a or ← b, not(a)
is a rule of P . For P ∈ [R− + R+ ]n , the graph D(P ) is known as the dependency graph
of a program. Similarly, with a program P ∈ [R− + R+ + C − + C ± + C + ]n we associate
an undirected graph G(P ) with the vertex set At n , in which a is connected to b with an
undirected edge {a, b} if a and b appear together in a rule of P . If P ∈ [R− + R+ + C ± ]n ,
then D(P ) may have fewer edges than P has rules (the rules a ← not(b), a ← b and
← b, not(a) determine the same edge). A similar observation holds for G(P ).
These graphs contain much information about the underlying programs. For instance, it
is well known that if P ∈ [R− + R+ ]n and D(P ) has no cycles then P has a unique answer
set. We illustrate this property here.
Example 23. Let P =
{d ← not(c).
a ← c.
b ← d.
b ← not(c).}.
Then, the dependency graph D(P ) shown here has no cycles, and M = {b} is the unique
answer set of P .

b

a

d

c

4
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Next, let us assume an answer set M of a program P from the class [m1 R− + m2 R+ +
c1 C − + c2 C ± + c3 C + ]n . Then we can show that elements in its complement set M form an
independent set in the graph G(P1 ). We show this property in the proposition given below.
Proposition 3. Let P ∈ [m1 R− + m2 R+ + c1 C − + c2 C ± + c3 C + ]n and M be an answer
set of P . Then M is an independent set in the graph G(P1 ), where P1 is the component of
P from m1 Rn− .
Proof. Let At(P ) be the set of atoms in P . We know that M is an answer set of P . Let us
assume that M = At(P ) \ M is not an independent set in the graph G(P1 ). Then, there
must exist a pair of vertices a and b such that {a, b} ⊆ M and a and b are connected by an
undirected edge (a, b) in G(P1 ). Since (a, b) is an edge in G(P1 ) it implies that at least one
of the rules a ← not(b) or b ← not(a) is in P1 . First, let us assume that r = a ← not(b)
is in P1 . Then since M is an answer set of P , M is a model of a ← not(b). But, b 6∈ M ,
and a 6∈ M , which implies that M 6|= r, a contradiction. Secondly, let us assume that
r = b ← not(a) is in P1 . Then since M is an answer set of P , M must be a model of
b ← not(a). But, a 6∈ M , and b 6∈ M , which implies that M 6|= r, is a contradiction.
Hence, M is an independent set in the graph G(P1 ).
We observe that if P ∈ [R− + R+ + C ± ]n , then D(P ) may have fewer edges than
P has rules (the rules a ← not(b), a ← b and ← b, not(a) determine the same edge).
The same holds for the graph G(P ). However, if P is a program drawn uniformly at
random from [m1 R− + m2 R+ + c2 C ± ]n , then D(P ) can be regarded as a subgraph of a
random directed graph with n vertices and m = m1 + m2 + c2 edges (loops disallowed).
Indeed, we can view D(P ) as the result of a process in which we insert randomly selected
edges into the graph we construct, with repeating edges discarded (it is because, P can be
constructed by a similar process). Upon constructing D(P ), if D(P ) has fewer edges than
m, we simply continue the process until m edges are generated. The result is a random
graph D0 with n atoms and m edges that is a supergraph for D(P ). Similarly, if P ∈
[m1 R− + m2 R+ + c1 C − + c2 C ± + c3 C + ]n , then G(P ) can be viewed as a subgraph of a
random graph with n vertices and m edges.
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We denote by AS + the class of all programs over At that have answer sets. We write
P rob(P ∈ AS + ) for the probability that a random graph P from one of the classes defined
above has an answer set. That probability depends on n (technically, it also depends on
the numbers of rules of particular types, but whenever it is so, the relevant numbers are
themselves expressed as functions of n). We are interested in understanding the behavior
of P rob(P ∈ AS + ) for random programs P from the class [R− + R+ + C − + C ± + C + ]n
(or one of its subclasses). More specifically, we will investigate P rob(P ∈ AS + ) as n
grows to infinity. If P rob(P ∈ AS + ) → 1 as n → ∞, we say that P asymptotically
almost surely, or a.a.s for short, has answer sets. If P rob(P ∈ AS + ) → 0 as n → ∞, we
say that P a.a.s. has no answer sets.
To provide intuitions for our results, we first consider the probability that a program
−
from mR150
has an answer set as a function of the density d = m/150 (or equivalently, the

number of edges m). The graphs, shown in Figure 3.2 and 3.1, were obtained experimen−
tally. For each value of d, we generated 1000 graphs from the set mR150
, where m = 150d.

The graph in Figure3.2 shows the behavior of the probability across the entire range of d.
The graph in Figure 3.1 shows in more detail the behavior for small densities.

−
Figure 3.1: The probability that a graph from mR150
(m = 150d) has an answer set, as a
function of d.

We start with programs of low density and assume first that they do not have constraints.
In this case, the results do not depend on whether or not we allow positive rules.
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−
Figure 3.2: The probability that a graph from mR150
(m = 150d) has an answer set, as a
function of d.

Theorem 24. If m1 + m2 = o(n) and P ∈ [m1 R− + m2 R+ ]n , then P a.a.s has a unique
answer set.
Proof. Let P be a random program from [m1 R− + m2 R+ ]n , and m = m1 + m2 . The
directed graph D(P ) can be viewed as a subgraph of a random directed graph with n
vertices, and m0 = o(n) edges (m0 ≤ m, as different rules in P may map onto the same
edge). Thus, D(P ) a.a.s. has no directed cycles (the claim follows from the property of
random undirected graphs: a random undirected graph with n vertices and o(n) edges a.a.s.
has no cycles [42]). Thus P a.a.s. has a unique answer set.
If there are constraints in the program, the situation changes. Even a single constraint
of the form ← not(a), not(b) renders a sparse random program inconsistent.
Corollary 25. If c1 ≥ 1, m1 + m2 = o(n), and P is a random program from [m1 R− +
m2 R+ + c1 C − ]n , then P a.a.s. has no answer sets.
Proof. Let P be a random program from [m1 R− + m2 R+ + c1 C − ]n . Then, P = P1 ∪ P2 ,
where P1 is a random program from [m1 R− + m2 R+ ]n and P2 is a random program from
c1 Cn− . By Theorem 24, P1 a.a.s. has a unique answer set, say M . Since P1 has o(n) nonconstraint rules, |M | = o(n). The probability that a randomly selected constraint of the
form ← not(a), not(b) is violated by M is given by the probability that {a, b} ∩ M = ∅.
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Since, there are o(n) possible atoms that can appear in the head of any rule as well as in M ,
we have n−o(n) atoms that do not appear in the head of a rule. These n−o(n) atoms cannot
appear in any answer set M as they will not be supported by any rule in P . Thus, there are

at least n−o(n)
constraints of the form ← not(a), not(b) such that {a, b} ∩ M = ∅. Thus
2
the probability that a randomly selected constraint of this type is violated by M is at least

n−o(n)
2
n
2

which is expanded as,
(n − o(n))(n − o(n) − 1)
.
n(n − 1)
On dividing the top and bottom of the fraction by n2 , the probability is
(1 −

− o(n)
− n1 )
n
.
(1 − n1 )

o(n)
)(1
n

Since for any function f (n) ∈ o(n), we know from the definition of o(n) that f (n)/n → 0
as n → ∞, and it follows that the probability computed above converges to 1 as n → ∞.
Thus, the assertion follows.
If we exclude such constraints then there is again a small initial interval of densities,
for which random programs are consistent with high probability.
Corollary 26. If c1 = 0, c2 + c3 ≥ 1, (m1 + m2 )c2 = o(n), (m1 + m2 )2 c3 = o(n2 ), and P
is a random program from [m1 R− + m2 R+ + c2 C ± + c3 C + ]n , then P a.a.s. has an answer
set.
Proof. Let P be a random program from [m1 R− + m2 R+ + c2 C ± + c3 C + ]n . Thus, P =
P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3 , where P1 , P2 and P3 are random programs from [m1 R− + m2 R+ ]n , c2 Cn±
and c3 Cn+ , respectively. Since c2 > 0 or c3 > 0, m1 + m2 = o(n). By Theorem 24, P1
a.a.s. has a unique answer set, say M . Moreover, the size of M is at most m1 + m2 . First,
the probability that a randomly selected constraint of the form ← a, b is violated by M , is
given by the probability that both a ∈ M and b ∈ M . This probability is
|M |
2
n
2
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.

The probability that at least one such rule in P is violated by M is

≤ c3

|M |(|M | − 1)
,
n(n − 1)

which is

≤ c3
Since

c3 (m1 +m2 )2
n2

(m1 + m2 )2
.
n(n − 1)

→ 0 as n → ∞, this probability converges to 0. Second, the probabil-

ity that a randomly selected constraint of the form ← a, not(b) is violated by M , is given
by the probability that both a ∈ M and b 6∈ M . This probability is
|M |(n − |M |)
.
n(n − 1)
The probability that at least one such rule in P is violated by M is
≤ c2

|M |(n − |M |)

,
n
2

which is

≤ c2
Since

c2 (m1 +m2 )
n

(m1 + m2 )(n − (m1 + m2 ))
.
n(n − 1)

→ 0 as n → ∞, this probability converges to 0.

Thus, a.a.s. programs P2 and P3 are satisfied by M . Consequently, P a.a.s. has M as
its unique answer set of P .
We move on to programs of high density. The first result concerns programs from Rn−
(proper, purely negative, and constraint-free programs with n atoms).
Theorem 27. [Truszczyński,[59]] Let 0 < c < 1 be a constant. For every fixed x, a random
p
program from mRn− , where m = bcN + x c(c − 1)N c and N = n(n − 1), a.a.s. has an
answer set.
Theorem 27 concerns only a narrow class of dense programs, its applicability being
p
limited by the specific number of rules programs are to have (m = bcN + x c(c − 1)N c,
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where N = n(n − 1)). It also does not apply to “very” dense graphs with m = n2 −
o(n2 ) rules. However, based on that theorem and on experimental results (Figure 3.2), we
conjecture that for every c > 0, a program from mRn− , where m ≥ cn2 , a.a.s. has an
answer set.
We will now consider the effect of adding positive rules (rules of the form a ← b) and
constraints. In fact, as soon as we have just slightly more than n log n positive rules in a
random program that program a.a.s. has no answer sets.
Theorem 28. For every  > 0, if m1 ≥ 1, m2 ≥ (1+)n log n, and P is a random program
from [m1 R− + m2 R+ + c1 C − + c2 C ± + c3 C + ]n , then P a.a.s. has no answer sets.
Proof. Let P ∈ [m1 R− + m2 R+ + c1 C − + c2 C ± + c3 C + ]n , where m1 ≥ 1. Also, let P2
be the component of P from m2 R+ . If D(P2 ) contains a Hamiltonian cycle, then P has
no answer sets. Indeed, ∅ is not an answer set due to the rule of the form a ← not(b) that
is present in P . Thus, if P has an answer set, say M , then M 6= ∅. Clearly, P M contains
P2 . By the assumption on D(P2 ), every vertex can be reached from any vertex through
the edges in the hamiltonian. Similarly, corresponding to each directed edge (a, b) in the
hamiltonian cycle there is a rule of the form r = b ← a. If a ∈ M in any model of P
where r ∈ P , then it implies that b ∈ M . Hence, since every vertex can be reached by
an edge starting from a single vertex in the hamiltonian cycle, every atom in the program
must be true in M if even a single atom is true in M . Hence, the least model of P M
contains all atoms in At n . Thus, M = At n . But then, P M contains no atoms (all its rules
are either from P2 or are constraints of the form ← a, b) and so, the least model of P M
is ∅, a contradiction. Clearly, there is a precise correspondence between programs from
m2 R+ and random directed graphs with n nodes and m edges (no loops). The assertion
follows now from the result that states that a random directed graph with n nodes and at
least (1 + )n log n edges a.a.s. has a Hamiltonian cycle [13].
The presence of sufficiently many constraints of the form ← a, b or ← a, not(b) also
eliminates answer sets. To see that, we first get the following result that provides a lower
bound on the size of an answer set in a dense random logic program.
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Theorem 29. For every real c > 0, there is a real d > 0 such that a.a.s. the complement of
every answer set of a random program P = P1 ∪ P2 , where P1 ∈ mRn− , P2 ∈ [R+ + C − +
C ± + C + ]n and m ≥ cn2 , has size at most d log n.
Proof. We recall that if M is an answer set of a program P = P1 ∪ P2 , where P1 ∈ Rn− and
P2 ∈ [R+ + C − + C ± + C + ]n , then M is the complement of an independent set in G(P1 ).
The following property is useful here. For every real c > 0 there is a real d > 0 such that
a.a.s. a graph with n vertices and m ≥ cn2 edges has no independent set with more than
d log n elements [13]. Thus, the assertion follows.
We now consider the effect of constraints of the form ← a, b on the existence of answer
sets in programs with many purely negative rules. Intuitively, even a small number of such
constraints should suffice to “kill” all answer sets. Indeed, according to Theorem 29, these
answer sets are large and contain “almost all” atoms.
Theorem 30. [Truszczyński,[59]] For every c > 0 there is d > 0 such that if m1 ≥ cn2 ,
c3 ≥ d log n+1, and P is a random program from [m1 R− +m2 R+ +c1 C − +c2 C ± +c3 C + ]n ,
then P a.a.s. has no answer sets.
We see here the effect of constraints of the form ← a, not(b) do not have such a dramatic effect. However, a still relatively small number of such constraints a.a.s. eliminates
all answer sets.
Theorem 31. [Truszczyński, [59]]For every c > 0, and for every  > 0, if m1 ≥ cn2 ,
c2 ≥ n1+ , and P is a random program form [m1 R− + m2 R+ + c1 C − + c2 C ± + c3 C + ]n ,
then a.a.s. P has no answer sets.
The case of constraints ← not(a), not(b) is less interesting. Large answer sets (having
at least n−d log n atoms) that arise for programs with dense components from Rn− typically
satisfy them and to “kill” all answer sets of such programs with high probability almost all
constraints ← not(a), not(b) must be present.
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3.3

Hardness of Programs

We will now study the hardness of programs from [m1 R− +m2 R+ +c1 C − +c2 C ± +c3 C + ]n
for ASP solvers. The bulk of our experimental results concern programs in the class Rn− . It
turns out these programs (for appropriately chosen density) are especially challenging.
Unless stated otherwise, our experiments separate programs that have answer sets (are
consistent) from those that do not (are inconsistent). For each experiment we generate a
sample of instances of programs of each of these two types. In the previous section we provided evidence that programs in mRn− , where m ≥ cn2 (cf. Figure 3.2 and Theorem 27),
a.a.s. have an answer set. Therefore, when experimenting with inconsistent programs, we
restrict the number of rules in a program to values for which inconsistent programs appear
with probability sufficiently larger than 0 (about 0.05) to allow for building samples of inconsistent programs of sizes large enough to justify drawing conclusions from experiments
(typically 100 programs per sample).
In experiments, we used smodels (with lookahead) and clasp. We took the average
number of choice points as reported by these systems as the measure of the hardness of a
family of programs.
Our first observation is that as we increase m, programs from mRn− show the easy-hardeasy pattern. That is, low-density programs are easy for the two solvers. When m grows,
programs get harder. Then, at some point, they start getting easier again. We illustrate that
behavior in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 below. The two graphs show separately the results for
−
consistent and inconsistent programs from the classes mR100
. Each figure shows together

the results (average number of choice points) for smodels (the scale on the right) and clasp
(the scale on the left). The x-axis shows the density, that is, the ratio of the number of rules
to the number of atoms in a program. We stress that the scales differ. Thus, the figures are
not meant to compare the performance of smodels and clasp. But they do show that for
each solver a similar easy-hard-easy pattern emerges, and that the features of the pattern
are remarkably similar for the two solvers.
We obtained the same type of pattern in our experiments with programs with 125, 175,
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Figure 3.3: Average number of choice points for consistent programs with 150 atoms smodels (scale on the right) and clasp (scale on the left). The x-axis represents the density.
Sample sizes are 500 for consistent programs, and 100 for inconsistent programs.
and 200 atoms. However, we observed some minor deviations from that pattern for smodels
(but not for clasp) for programs with 100 atoms. Given our results for n ≥ 125, it seems
plausible that the irregular behavior arises only for some smaller numbers of atoms. We
observe a similar easy-hard-easy pattern as we plot the time taken by both the solvers for
programs from [mR− ]n with n = 200 and with increasing density d = m/n. We provide
these results in Appendix A.
We used the term hard region above somewhat informally. To make that concept more
precise, we define it here.
Definition 6. The hard region is the maximum interval [u, v] such that for every density
d ∈ [u, v] the average number of choice points is at least 90% of the maximum (peak)
average number of choice points.
Table 3.1 shows the hard regions, the density for which the number of choice points
reaches the maximum, and the number of choice points at the peak location for consistent
and inconsistent instances with n = 125, 150, 175, and 200 atoms. The key observations
are:
1. the location of the hard region does not seem to depend much on the solver; it is
centered around the density of 19 for consistent programs, and 22 for inconsistent
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Figure 3.4: Average number of choice points for inconsistent programs with 150 atoms
smodels (scale on the right) and clasp (scale on the left). The x-axis represents the density.
Sample sizes are 500 for consistent programs, and 100 for inconsistent programs.
Table 3.1: Hard region, peak location, and the number of choice points at the peak location
for consistent and inconsistent programs. Results for clasp and smodels.
Inconsistent programs
clasp
peak

n

hard region

125
150
175
200

[17.5 − 27]
[18 − 27]
[18.5 − 27.5]
[18 − 28]

22
23
22
22

125
150
175
200

[15.5 − 21.5]
[16 − 23]
[18.5 − 21.5]
[17.5 − 23]

17.5
17.5
20
19.5

choice points
hard region
at peak
5261
[17.5 − 24]
18639
[19 − 31]
59704 [17.5 − 23.5]
189576
[18 − 26]
Consistent programs
1231
[16 − 25]
4033
[16 − 29.5]
14230 [17.5 − 21.5]
43345 [18.5 − 24.5]

smodels
peak
21
24.5
20.5
22.5

choice points
at peak
388
1184
3582
14407

20
20
20
19.5

130
308
1110
4232

ones,
2. inconsistent programs are significantly harder than consistent ones,
3. the peak of hardness is not sharp, or, in other words, the hard region extends over a
sizable range of densities, and
4. the hardness of programs in the hard region grows very quickly.
We conclude with arguments to explain the presence of the easy-hard-easy pattern we
observed for programs in the class Rn− . First, we note that programs in mR− , where m =
o(n), a.a.s. are stratified (Theorem 24). Computing answer sets for such programs is easy.
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As the density (the number of rules) grows, cycles in the graph D(P ) start appearing (that
happens roughly when a program has as many rules as atoms). Initially, there are few cycles
and the increase in hardness is slow. At some point, however, there are enough cycles in
D(P ) to make computing answer sets of P hard. To explain why the task gets easier again,
we note the following property of binary trees.
Proposition 4. Let T be a binary tree with m leaves, the height n, and with the number of

left edges on any path from the root to a leaf bounded by k. Then m ≤ 2k nk .
Proof. Let S(n, k) be the maximum number of leaves in such a tree. Then S(n, k) is given
by the recursive formula S(n, k) = S(n − 1, k) + S(n − 1, k − 1), for n ≥ k + 1 and k ≥ 1,
with the initial conditions S(n, 0) = 1 and S(n, n) = 2n , for n ≥ 0. The assertion can now
be proved by an easy induction.
We denote by S the class of complete solvers with the following three properties: (1)
they compute answer sets (or determine that no answer set exists) by generating a sequence
of partial assignments so that if an answer set exists then it occurs among the generated
assignments; (2) they use boolean constraint propagation to force truth assignments on
unassigned atoms and trigger backtracking if contradictions are found; and (3) the generated assignments can be represented by a binary tree, whose nodes are atoms, and where
the left (right) edge leaving an atom corresponds to assigning that atom false (true). This
class of solvers includes in particular solvers that use chronological backtracking, as well as
those that perform backjumping (we note that in the latter case, some nodes corresponding
to decision atoms may have only one child).
Proposition 5. Let P ∈ Rn− be such that the maximum size of an independent set in G(P )
equals β. Then, the number of assignments generated by any solver in the class S is
O((2n)β+1 ).
Proof. The tree representing the space of assignments generated by a solver from S for P
has height at most n and at most β + 1 left edges on every path. Indeed, if there are ever
β + 1 left edges on a path in the tree, then β + 1 atoms are set to false. Atoms in that set
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do not form an independent set in G(P ), and so for some two of them, say a and b, the
rule a ← not b is in P . Boolean propagation forces a or b to be true, while both of these
atoms are false. Thus, a backtrack will occur (the current path will not be extended). The

assertion follows now by Proposition 4, as nk ≤ nk .
We noted earlier that when m ≥ cn2 , β = O(log n). Thus, when m ≥ cn2 , the size of
the search space is bounded by nO(1) 2O(log

2

n)

, which is asymptotically much smaller than

O(2n ). Furthermore, with m getting closer to n(n − 1), β gets even smaller, and so the
search space gets smaller, too.

Figure 3.5: Average number of choice points for consistent programs with 150 atoms for
clasp. The x-axis represents the density. Sample size is 100 consistent programs.
Finally, we note that adding even a small number of positive rules or constraints to
programs from mRn− generally makes the resulting programs easier. For instance, adding
10 random positive rules to programs from mRn− , where n = 150 results in about 31%
drop in the average number of choice points for clasp at the peak location for unsatisfiable
instances as shown here in Figure 3.6, and about 32% drop in the average choice points for
clasp at the peak region for satisfiable instances as shown in Figure 3.5.
On the contrary, adding 100 constraint rules of the form ← not(a), not(b) to programs
from mRn− results in a smaller drop of 15% in the average number of choice points for
unsatisfiable instances in the peak region as shown here in Figure 3.7, and an increase of
18% in the number of choice points on satisfiable instances in the peak region as shown here
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Figure 3.6: Average number of choice points for inconsistent programs with 150 atoms for
clasp. The x-axis represents the density. Sample size is 100 inconsistent programs.

Figure 3.7: Average number of choice points for inconsistent programs with 150 atoms for
clasp. The x-axis represents the density. Sample size is 100 inconsistent programs.
in Figure 3.8. We found that adding 100 constraint rules of the form ← a, b to programs
from mRn− with n = 150 results in only trivially unsatisfiable instances for clasp. We
also noted on adding 100 constraint rules of the form ← not(a), b to programs from mRn−
results in mostly unsatisfiable instances and a very significant drop of more than 80% in
the average number of choice points on all instances for clasp.
These results suggest that from the perspective of benchmarking and insights into
search heuristics, proper purely negative constraint-free programs are especially important.
We have shown in this chapter that relatively small programs from the hard region are
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Figure 3.8: Average number of choice points for consistent programs with 150 atoms and
clasp. The x-axis represents the density. Sample size is 100 consistent programs.
very hard for the current generation of ASP solvers. Interestingly, this observation has
implications for the design of SAT solvers, since the completion of constraint-free and
purely negative 2-literal programs is (essentially) a CNF theory which is also a mixed Horn
formula. We consider in our next Chapter 4 such MHFs with additional restriction on their
structure.

Copyright c Gayathri Namasivayam 2011
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Chapter 4

Mixed Horn Formulas

In the recent past there has been significant progress in the study of mixed Horn formulas
(MHFs), such as: showing that the satisfiability of these formulas is NP-complete [63],
demonstrating that several NP-complete problems have simple representations as MHFs
[63], and also developing satisfiability algorithms for MHFs with good worst-case behavior
upper bounds [46, 64].
In this chapter we define a few restricted classes of MHFs. Our motivation to consider
these special classes of MHFs comes from our work on random logic programs which we
discussed in Chapter 3. We had shown in Chapter 3 that purely negative constraint-free
2-literal logic programs from the class mR− are hard for ASP solvers. The completion of
a program from this class results in a CNF formula which is a MHF that consist of purely
positive (i.e., containing only non-negated variables) 2-literal clauses and purely negative
Horn clauses (i.e., containing only negated variables). We define in this chapter classes of
such specially structured MHFs with several constraints imposed on them. We show that
the problem of deciding the satisfiability of a formula from the classes of MHFs considered
by us remains NP-complete. We also provide a method for randomly generating a formula
from any of these MHF classes. Despite the simplicity in the structure of these special
classes of MHFs, we show that we can randomly generate very hard formulas for existing
SAT solvers from them.
In Section 4.1 of this chapter we define four classes of MHFs. In Section 4.2 we provide a method for randomly generating a MHF from any of these classes. In Section 4.3
we provide our experimental results, which show a phase-transition for the probability of
existence of an answer set as we randomly generate formulas from one particular class of
MHFs. Section 4.4, Section 4.5, and Section 4.6 demonstrate the hardness of these formulas for SAT solvers based on the average number choice points generated by a solver on
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computing the satisfiability of these MHFs. Finally, in Section 4.7 we show that these random MHFs can be used as hard benchmark problems for testing the performance of SAT
solvers.
Our work in this chapter appears in Proceedings of SAT-2010 [60].

4.1

Preliminaries

Let V = {v1 , v2 , . . .} be a fixed set of propositional variables. We define the class MH n (k, m),
where k ≥ 1 and m ≥ 0 are integers, to consist of a MHF F such that
1. the set of atoms occurring in F is {v1 , . . . , vn },
2. F contains m positive 2-clauses,
3. for every v ∈ V, F contains a negative clause Cv = ¬v ∨ ¬w1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬wk , where
w1 , . . . wk ∈ V (note: clauses Cv and Cw , v 6= w, need not be distinct), and
4. there are no other clauses in F .
We also define MH n (k) =
S∞
n=0 MH n (k).

S

m MH n (k, m) (here m ranges from 0 to

n
2


), and MH (k) =

Example 32. We provide here a formula F from the class M Hn (k, m) where k = 2,
m = 4, and n = 5.
F = {v1 ∨ v2 ,
v3 ∨ v4 ,
v2 ∨ v3 ,
v1 ∨ v5 ,
¬v1 ∨ ¬v3 ∨ ¬v4 ,
¬v2 ∨ ¬v5 ∨ ¬v4 ,
¬v3 ∨ ¬v1 ∨ ¬v5 ,
¬v4 ∨ ¬v2 ∨ ¬v3 ,
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¬v5 ∨ ¬v1 ∨ ¬v2 }.
4
We consider also a more general class of MHFs than MH n (k, m). We denote it by
CMH n (k, m). The parameters n and m in CMH n (k, m) are the same as in MH n (k, m),
while k is a real number. The class CMH n (k, m) allows for more gradual changes in
the structure of formulas as k grows compared to the class M Hn (k, m) with only integer
values. The n purely negative Horn clauses are either of length bkc + 1 or of length bkc + 2.
The fractional part of k is used to determine the number cbkc+2 of purely negative Horn
clauses that have bkc + 2 literals, which is,
cbkc+2 = bk ∗ nc − (n ∗ bkc).
The remaining Horn clauses have bkc + 1 literals. The number of those clauses is given by
cbkc+1 = n − cbkc+2
We would like to note that if F is a formula in CMH n (k, m), where k is an integer,
then each of the n Horn clauses has exactly k + 1 negated literals (i.e., cbkc+2 = 0, and
cbkc+1 = n).
We formally define the class CMH n (k, m), where k > 1 and m ≥ 0, to consist of a
MHF F such that
1. the set of atoms occurring in F is {v1 , . . . , vn },
2. F contains m positive 2-clauses,
3. for every v ∈ V, F contains either a negative clause Cv = ¬v ∨ ¬w1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬wbkc of
length bkc+1, or a negative clause of the form Cv = ¬v∨¬w1 ∨. . .∨¬wbkc ∨¬wbkc+1
of length bkc + 2 where w1 , . . . wbkc , wbkc+1 ∈ V,
4. F has exactly cbkc+2 negative clauses of length bkc + 2, and cbkc+1 negative clauses
of length bkc + 1, and
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5. there are no other clauses in F (note: we can have two clauses Cv and Cw that are
the same)

S
We also define CMH n (k) = m CMH n (k, m) (here m ranges from 0 to n2 ), and CMH (k) =
S∞
n=0 CMH n (k). Here is an example of a formula from the class CMH n (k, m).
Example 33. We provide here a formula F from the class CM Hn (k, m) where k = 1.5,
m = 4, and n = 6. Then we have,
cb1.5c+2 = b1.5 ∗ 6c − 6 ∗ b1.5c => c3 = 9 − 6 = 3, and
cb1.5c+1 = 6 − cb1.5c+2 => c2 = 6 − 3 = 3.

F = {v2 ∨ v4 ,
v3 ∨ v5 ,
v6 ∨ v1 ,
v4 ∨ v5 ,
¬v1 ∨ ¬v2 ,
¬v2 ∨ ¬v4 ,
¬v3 ∨ ¬v5 ,
¬v4 ∨ ¬v1 ∨ ¬v3 ,
¬v5 ∨ ¬v2 ∨ ¬v6 ,
¬v6 ∨ ¬v1 ∨ ¬v3 }.
4
We consider yet another class MH 1n (k), which we define as follows: an MHF F ∈
MH n (k) belongs to MH 1n (k) if its set of positive 2-clauses is given by
{v ∨ w | w ∈ V ar(Cv ), where Cv ∈ F }.
In the case of MHFs from the class MH 1n (k), there is a strong connection between the sets
of positive and negative clauses: if F ∈ MH 1n (k), then F is entirely determined by its
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negative part. We note that the number of 2-clauses in formulas in MH 1n (k) is not fixed.
Each formula from the class MH 1n (k) can have kn such clauses by definition. However,
since each of the 2-literal clause can appear twice in any formula (i.e., if v1 ∨ v2 is such
a clause then there is a possibility of having v2 ∈ V ar(Cv1 ) and v1 ∈ V ar(Cv2 )), each
formula can actually have only kn/2 such 2-clauses. An example of a formula from the
class MH 1n (k) is provided here.
Example 34. We provide here a formula F from the class M Hn1 (k) where k = 2, and
n = 5.
F = {v1 ∨ v4 ,
v1 ∨ v5 ,
v2 ∨ v3 ,
v2 ∨ v4 ,
v3 ∨ v2 ,
v3 ∨ v1 ,
v4 ∨ v5 ,
v4 ∨ v3 ,
v5 ∨ v4 ,
v5 ∨ v2 ,
¬v1 ∨ ¬v4 ∨ ¬v5 ,
¬v2 ∨ ¬v3 ∨ ¬v4 ,
¬v3 ∨ ¬v2 ∨ ¬v1 ,
¬v4 ∨ ¬v5 ∨ ¬v3 ,
¬v5 ∨ ¬v4 ∨ ¬v2 }.
4
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Similarly, we define the class CMH 1n (k) as follows: an MHF F ∈ CMH n (k) belongs
to CMH 1n (k) if and only if its set of positive 2-clauses is given by
{v ∨ w | w ∈ V ar(Cv ), where Cv ∈ F }.
Here k being real allows us to generate programs from the class CMH 1n (k) with a gradually increasing k which implies that we can generate formulas with a gradually increasing
number of 2-literal clauses.
We write CMH 1 (k) for

S∞

1
1
n=0 CMH n (k), and CMH n for

S

k=1

CMH 1n (k). Despite

constraints on the form of MHFs that form the classes CMH (k) and CMH 1 (k), for each
of them the satisfiability remains NP-complete.

4.2

Method for the generation of MHFs

We provide here the method we use for the generation of formulas from the classes CMH n (k, m)
and CMH 1n (k). Since the class CMH n (k, m) is a more general class of formulas than
MH n (k, m), we discuss here only the method used to generate formulas from CMH n (k, m).
Similarly, since the class CMH 1n (k) is a more general class of formulas than MH 1n (k), we
discuss here only the method used to generate formulas from CMH 1n (k).
We generate a formula from the class CMH n (k, m) in the following way:
1. For each variable vi ∈ V , where 1 ≤ i ≤ cbkc+1 , we initially generate a set VS of bkc
variables by choosing them uniformly at random from V \ {vi }. We then construct a
clause that contains ¬vi and the negation of each variable in the set VS .
2. For each variable vj ∈ V , where (cbkc+1 + 1) ≤ j ≤ cbkc+2 , we generate a set VS of
bkc + 1 variables by choosing them uniformly at random from V \ {vi }. We construct
a clause that contains ¬vj and the negation of each variable VS in the set.
3. Each of the positive 2-clauses is obtained by uniformly and randomly choosing m

clauses from the set of all possible n2 such clauses without replacement.
The negative clauses for a formula from the class CMH 1n (k) are generated in the same
manner as in the case of a formula from the class CMH n (k). However, positive 2-clauses
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for a formula from the class CMH 1n (k) are directly constructed from the negative clauses
just as provided in its class definition.
Proposition 6. For each of the classes CMH (k), CMH 1 (k), MH 1 (k), and MH (k) with
k ≥ 2, the satisfiability problem restricted to that class of formulas is NP-complete.
Proof. In each case the problem is in NP. To prove NP-hardness, we note that the classes
CMH (k), CMH 1 (k), MH (k) represent a more general class of formulas than MH 1 (k).
Hence it is sufficient to show the NP-hardness for MH 1 (k), which we show here by providing a polynomial time reduction from a simple class of logic programs [55] consisting
of rules of the form a ← not(b) to the class of MH 1 (k). We will consider only the case
k = 2.
Let P be a program whose every rule is of the form a ← not(b). Let us assume that P
contains rules a ← not(b), a ← not(c), and a ← not(d), for some three different atoms b,
c, and d. Let Q be the program obtained by replacing two of the three rules: a ← not(c)
and a ← not(d) in P with the rules
a ← not(a0 )
a0 ← not(a00 )
a00 ← not(c)
a00 ← not(d)
where a0 and a00 are two new atoms. Proceeding in this way we construct program Q such
that every atom is in the head of at most two rules.
We will now show that P has an answer set if and only if Q has an answer set. Since
both P and Q are tight, it is enough to show that P has a supported model if and only if Q
has a supported model.
Let M be a supported model of P . We define M 0 as follows:
1. If a ∈ M , c 6∈ M or d 6∈ M , then we let M 0 = M ∪ {a00 },
2. If a ∈ M , c ∈ M and d ∈ M , then we let M 0 = M ∪ {a0 };
3. If a 6∈ M then M 0 = M ∪ {a0 }.
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We will show that M 0 is a model of Q and that every atom in M 0 is supported w.r.t. Q
and M . Since M is a model of P , M 0 is a model of every rule in Q that also belongs to P .
Thus, let r be a rule in Q \ P . Then, r is one of the four rules given above. In each case,
we can check that M 0 is a model of r. For instance, let r = a ← not(a0 ). If a0 6∈ M 0 then,
by the definition of M 0 , a ∈ M and so a ∈ M 0 . Thus, M 0 is a model of r.
Next, let x ∈ M 0 . We will show that x is supported w.r.t. Q and M 0 . If x ∈ At(P ) and
x 6= a, then since M is a supported model of P, there is a rule r in P that gives support to
x, say r = x ← not(y), where y 6∈ M . Clearly, r ∈ Q and, by the construction of M 0 ,
y∈
/ M 0 . Thus, x has support w.r.t. Q and M 0 . If x ∈ At(P ) and x = a, then a ∈ M and
since M is a supported model of P , there exists a rule r ∈ P such that r = a ← not(z), for
some z ∈ At(P ), and z 6∈ M . If r ∈ Q, then it must be the case that z 6∈ M 0 (as z ∈ At(P )
and z ∈ M ). Thus x is supported w.r.t Q and M 0 . If r 6∈ Q then r = a ← not(c) and
r = a ← not(d). They have been replaced in Q with the four rules as described above. If
r = a ← not(c), then c 6∈ M , and by definition of M 0 , a0 6∈ M 0 , and so a is supported by a
rule a ← not(a0 ) in Q. Hence, x has support w.r.t. Q and M 0 . Similarly, if r = a ← not(d),
then by definition of M 0 if d 6∈ M , a0 6∈ M 0 and so a is supported by a rule a ← not(a0 ) in
Q. Hence, X has support w.r.t. Q and M 0 .
If x 6∈ At(P ) then x ∈ {a0 , a00 }. Let us assume that x = a0 . Then, there is exactly a
single rule r = a0 ← not(a00 ) where head(r) = a0 in Q, and by definition of M 0 if a0 ∈ M 0
then, a00 6∈ M 0 . Hence, x is supported w.r.t. Q and M 0 . If x = a00 , then there are two rules
r = a00 ← not(c) and r = a00 ← not(d) in Q with head(r) = a00 , and by definition of M 0 ,
if a00 ∈ M 0 , then either c 6∈ M 0 or d 6∈ M 0 . Hence, x is supported w.r.t. Q and M 0 .
Next, we prove the converse implication. Let M 0 be a supported model of Q. Let us
define M = M 0 ∩ At(P ). We will show that M is a supported model of P . We will show
that M is a model of P and that every atom in M is supported w.r.t. P and M . Since M 0
is a model of Q, M is a model of every rule in P that belongs to Q. Thus, let r be a rule
in P \ Q. Then, r is either a ← not(c) or a ← not(d), and these have been replaced in Q
with the four other rules a ← not(a0 ), a0 ← not(a00 ), a00 ← not(c), and a00 ← not(d) in
Q. In each case we can check that M is a model of r. For instance, let r = a ← not(c).
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If c 6∈ M , then c 6∈ M 0 . Since M 0 is a supported model of the four other rules, a00 ∈ M 0 ,
a0 6∈ M 0 , and a ∈ M 0 . If a ∈ M 0 , then a ∈ M . Thus, M is a model r.
Next, let x ∈ M . We will show that x is supported w.r.t. P and M . Since x ∈ M ,
x ∈ M 0 . Then, x is supported by a rule r in Q. Let us assume that r ∈ Q ∩ P . If
r = x ← not(y), then y 6∈ M 0 . If y 6∈ M 0 , y 6∈ M . Hence, x has support w.r.t. P and M .
Let us then assume that r ∈ Q \ P . Then x = a and r must be the rule a ← not(a0 ), since
a has support w.r.t. Q and M 0 . Thus, a0 6∈ M 0 . Then a00 ∈ M 0 . If a00 ∈ M 0 then c 6∈ M 0 or
d 6∈ M 0 . Let us assume that c 6∈ M 0 . Then c 6∈ M . Thus x has support w.r.t. P and M by
means of the rule a ← not(c). Similarly, if we assume d 6∈ M 0 , d 6∈ M . Then x must be
supported w.r.t. P and M by the rule a ← not(d).
Clearly, repeating the replacement process as long as needed, we will construct a program Q that has exactly the same answer sets as P and in which no atom shows up as the
head of more than two rules.
Next, let us assume that in this Q there is a program in which an atom a is the head of
one rule a ← not(b) only. Let us append it with the rules
a ← not(x0 )
x0 ← not(x1 )
x0 ← not(x2 )
x1 ← not(x2 )
x2 ← not(x3 )
x3 ← not(x4 )
x4 ← not(x1 )
x2 ← not(x1 )
x3 ← not(x2 )
x4 ← not(x3 )
x1 ← not(x4 )
where x0 , . . . , x4 are new atoms. Let us call the resulting program R. We will show that Q
has an answer set if and only if R has an answer set. We will proceed as before and show
the equivalence for supported models as the programs are tight.
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Let M be a supported model of Q. We define M 0 = M ∪ {x0 , x1 , x3 }. We will show
that M 0 is a model of R, and is supported w.r.t R and M 0 . Since, M is a model of Q, M 0 is
a model of every rule in R that belongs to Q. Thus, let r be a rule in R \ Q. Then, r is one
of the eleven rules given above. In each case we can check that M 0 is a model of r. Thus,
M 0 is a model of R.
Next, let x ∈ M 0 . We show that x is supported w.r.t. R and M 0 . If x ∈ At(P ), and
x 6= a, then since M is a supported model of Q, there is a rule r in Q that gives support to
x, say r = x ← not(y), where y 6∈ M . Clearly, r ∈ R, and, by the construction of M 0 ,
y 6∈ M 0 . Thus x has support w.r.t. R and M 0 . If x ∈ At(P ), and x = a, then since M is
a supported model of Q, there is a single rule r = a ← not(b) where b 6∈ M , that gives
support to x. Clearly, r ∈ R, and, by the construction of M 0 , b 6∈ M 0 . Thus x has support
w.r.t. R and M 0 . If x 6∈ At(P ), then x ∈ {x0 , x1 , x3 }. In each case we can check that
x is supported w.r.t. R and M 0 . For instance, if x = x0 , then it is supported by the rule
x0 ← not(x2 ). Hence, x is supported w.r.t. R and M 0 .
Next, we prove the converse implication. Let M 0 be a supported model of R. Let us
define M = M 0 ∩ At(Q). We will show that M is a supported model of Q.
We will show that M is a model of Q, and is supported w.r.t Q and M . Since, M 0 is a
model of R, M is a model of every rule in Q that belongs to R. Thus M is a model of Q
(since Q ⊆ R).
Next, let x ∈ M . We will show that x is supported w.r.t. Q and M . Let x 6= a. Since
M 0 is a supported model of R and x ∈ M 0 , there is a rule r in R that gives support to x,
say x ← not(y), where y 6∈ M 0 . Clearly, r in Q, by the construction of M , and y 6∈ M .
Thus, x has support w.r.t. Q and M . If x = a, then there are two rules r ∈ R that can
provide support to a. They are a ← not(b), and a ← not(x0 ). However, one can check
that since M 0 is a supported model of R, x0 ∈ M 0 . So x must be supported only by the rule
r = a ← not(b). Then b 6∈ M 0 . Clearly, r ∈ Q, and, by the construction of M , b 6∈ M .
Thus x has support w.r.t. Q and M .
Clearly, repeating the replacement process as long as needed, we will construct a program R that has exactly the same answer sets as Q and in which every atom is in the head
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of exactly two rules.
We have thus shown here that the resulting program R has the same answer sets as that
of P . It follows that P has answer sets if and only if its completion Rcomp has answer sets.
Moreover, every atom is in the head of exactly two rules. Hence, Rcomp ∈ M H 1 (2). Thus
the NP-hardness of the SAT problem for M H 1 (2) follows.

4.3

Phase transition

We randomly generate formulas from the class CM Hn (k) for a fixed k and n, but with an
increasing number of 2-literal positive clauses m. We experimentally compute the probability of existence of a model for formulas randomly generated from this class, and observe
a phase transition for the probability of existence of a model for formulas generated from
this class with increasing density (i.e., ratio of m to n) of 2-literal rules. The probability
of existence of a model is initially 1 (i.e., satisfiable) for small m, and then shows a sharp
transition to 0 (i.e., unsatisfiable) with increasing m.
We show here in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 the phase transition phenomenon for k =
5, k = 10 with n = 50, 100, 150, 200, and n = 250. The threshold gets sharper with
increasing n and approximately coincides at the same critical region denoted by ck (i.e.,
the value for m where the probability of existence of the model is 0.5). The value of m at
ck for k = 5 and k = 10 is approximately 4.3n and 9.4n.
Here, the phase transition phenomenon is not surprising due to the following reasons:
every formula that we generate from the class CMH n (k) has always the same fixed number
of negative Horn clauses; initially we generate formulas that have very few positive 2-literal
clauses m and are under-constrained; and as we generate formulas with increasing m these
formulas gradually become more and more constrained.
The approximate location of the phase-transition region expressed in terms of the density m/n, for which the phase transition occurs, grows with k as we randomly generate
formulas from the class M Hn (k) with increasing density of 2-literal rules. Our experimental results for n = 200 and k = 3, . . . , 25 (200 instances) show that the location of the
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Figure 4.1: The phase transition for the model CMH n (5). The x-axis represents the probability of existence of a model, and the y-axis represents the density of 2-literal rules.
phase transition grows slightly slower than k as seen in Figure 4.3.

4.4

Easy-hard-easy pattern I

The number of choice points generated by a solver, to find a model of a formula, provides
an estimate of the size of search space traversed by it. Hence, we use the number of
choice points as a parameter in addition to the time taken by the solver, to measure the
difficulty of a randomly generated formula. We compute the average choice points as well
as the average time taken by the solver clasp on computing the satisfiability of randomly
generated formulas from the class CM Hn (k) for a fixed k and n. We compute the average
time taken and the average choice points over all satisfiable and unsatisfiable formulas. We
observe that formulas that are generated with smaller m, much before the critical region
ck , are initially easier for clasp requiring less time and fewer choice points. The formulas
continue to get harder for clasp with increasing m until the density of the 2-literal clauses
reaches a peak value mk (corresponding to the density ck at the critical region). Then the
formulas start to get easier for clasp as we increase the density of 2-literal clauses past the
critical region.
Hence, we observe an easy-hard-easy pattern as we compute the average time and the
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Figure 4.2: The phase transition for the model CMH n (10). The x-axis represents the
probability of existence of a model, and the y-axis represents the density of 2-literal rules.
average choice points made by the solver clasp on testing the satisfiability of formulas
generated from the class CM Hn (k) for a fixed k and n, and an increasing m. The easyhard-easy pattern is associated with the phase transition, and the peak hardness for the
solver clasp coincides with the critical region. We observe this pattern in the graph shown in
Figure 4.4, for instances generated from the class CMH n (10) with n = 150, corresponding
to the phase-transition. We also observed a similar easy-hard-easy pattern for formulas
generated from the class with CMH n (10) and n = 200, as well as for formulas generated
from the class CMH n (5) with n = 150, and n = 200.
We also computed the average choice points made by clasp on 500 randomly generated
instances provided in Table 4.1 from each of the classes: CMH n (k) where k = {5, 10},
and n = {50, 100, 150, 200, 250}.
We observe that for a fixed k, the hardness (i.e., the average number of choice points
generated by clasp) grows at ck as we increase n, as shown in Table 4.1. The unsatisfiable
formulas generated in the critical region are much harder than the satisfiable ones similar
to the random 3-SAT formulas that are generated from the critical region.
We provide in Appendix B further experimental results using the SAT solver Minisat
(MiniSat v1.14) [24] on instances obtained from the class MH n (k). We observe a similar
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Figure 4.3: The location of the phase transition in the model MH n (k) as a function of k.
The x-axis represents k and the y-axis gives the approximate density of 2-literal rules near
the phase transition.
Table 4.1: The average choice points made by clasp at the critical region for the model
CMH n (k)
Average choice points (clasp)
n
c5
c10
50
33.55
70.61
100
254.48
1272.15
150 1688.98
17032.85
200 10016.07
179770.60
250 55966.71
1882953.466
phase-transition and a corresponding easy-hard-easy pattern as we plot the average number
of choice points generated by Minisat on randomly generated instances from the class
MH n (k), where n = 200, k = 10, 20, 30, 40, and as m grows.

4.5

Easy-hard-easy pattern II

However, the framework of the classes CMH n (k) we consider reveals yet another interesting phenomenon. We fix n, and plot the average number of choice points generated by a
SAT solver on instances generated from the model CMH n (k) at the approximate location
of the critical region ck , for increasing values of k. Being parameterized with k, it allows us
to compare the hardness of instances generated from the critical region for different values
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Figure 4.4: The phase transition for the model CMH n (10) with n = 150
of k. Somewhat surprisingly, it turns out that as we increase k, the easy-hard-easy pattern
emerges again. Initially, as k grows, the phase-transition instances are getting harder at
an increasing rate. The hardness peaks when k ≈ 15, 16, and from that point on the instances become increasingly easier. Figure 4.5 illustrates that pattern observed for clasp
for n = 200, and k ranging from 3 to 34.

Figure 4.5: The easy-hard-easy pattern of instances generated from the critical region for
MH n (k) as a function of k.
We observe that the hardness of instances from the critical region in the model CMH n (k)
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initially grows with k; it may seem surprising that at some point it peaks and then starts to
decrease.

4.6

Easy-hard-easy pattern III

We also observe an easy-hard-easy pattern as we generate random instances from the class
CMH 1n (k) with a fixed n, and as k grows. However, we do not observe a phase transition
corresponding to the easy-hard-easy pattern, unlike the one observed as we generated formulas from the class CMH n (k) as m grows. In fact, the probability of existence of a model
for formulas generated from the class CMH 1n (k) is initially 1 for k = 0 and rapidly drops
close to 0.2 and then gradually rises and reaches closer to 1 again. We generate random
instances from the class CMH 1n (k) with n = 200 and increasing k. We observe again an
easy-hard-easy pattern for clasp as shown here in Figure 4.6, with peak hardness around
k = 15. The probability of existence of a model for randomly generated formulas from the
class CMH 1n (k) with increasing k is also shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: The easy-hard-easy pattern for the model CMH 1n (k), and the probability of
satisfiability. The left x-axis represents the probability of existence of a model, the right
x-axis represents the average choice points made by clasp.
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4.7

Hard Benchmarks for SAT Solvers

Our results suggest that MHFs randomly generated from the phase transition region for the
class MH n (k) for k = 15 or 16 (located when m ≈ (k − 0.5)n, where m stands for the
number of 2-clauses) can provide challenging instances for SAT solvers. It is indeed so. We
randomly generated 50 instances from MH n (k, m), with n = 350, k = 15 and m = 14.5n.
Given the timeout limit of 1800 seconds, clasp and march hi solved fewer than 20% of the
instances all of which were satisfiable and did not solve any of the unsatisfiable ones.
We stress that the instances in MH n (15, 14.5n) are small (350 atoms and 5425 clauses),
and more important, that most of their clauses (5025) are 2-clauses. Since they pose a challenge for the state-of-the-art complete solvers, we believe that the class MH n (15, 14.5n) is
important for the design and testing of solver performance.
The classes MH 1n (k) offer even harder instances. While they can also serve as benchmarks for complete solvers, even for relatively small values of n, satisfiable instances from
MH 1n (15) become very hard also for local-search solvers! The selection of k = 15 is not
accidental. Our experiments showed that when we vary k, we observe the easy-hard-easy
pattern, with the peak for k ≈ 15. We also found that in the maximum hardness area, the
percentage of instances that are satisfiable exceeds 90% for different N values, as shown
in Figure 4.6.
We generated 100 random CNF formulas from each of the sets MH 1n (15), where n =
450 and 550. Given our experiments, the expected number of satisfiable instances in these
two sets of formulas is at least 90. We ran TNM [4] on these formulas. TNM is currently one
of the best local-search solvers. It won in the random category (satisfiable instances only)
at the SAT 2009 competition. The solver does not require any parameters, as it adaptively
selects them. We observed that for n = 450, TNM could still solve 86% of the instances in
less than 1800 seconds (yet, likely missing some satisfiable instances). The larger value of
n, n = 550, resulted in many hard instances. Indeed, for n = 550, TNM solved only 53 of
the 100 instances within 1800 seconds, while we expect about 90 instances to be satisfiable
in this sample.
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Chapter 5

Related Work

5.1

Random Logic Programs

Random logic programs were initially introduced and studied by Zhao and Lin. Their work
on generating random logic programs was motivated by the prior works done on generating
hard random SAT instances. In their work [80], they consider logic programs of two kinds,
those with a fixed number of literals in the body of the rule (fixed body length model) and
those with a varying number of literals in the body (variable body length model). Each
rule has an atom in its head. Each logic program has 3 parameters: number of atoms (N ),
rule density α, which specifies that the number of rules (L) in the program is α times N
(i.e.,α = L/N ), and either a fixed number of literals (K) in the body of the rule or a
probability distribution (λ) that specifies the probability of occurrence of a rule with a fixed
number of literals in its body.

5.1.1

Properties of Random Logic Programs

The authors [80] use SAT solvers to determine the existence of an answer set on randomly
generated logic programs with increasing α and show a transition from satisfiable instances
to unsatisfiable instances. The SAT solvers demonstrate an easy-hard-easy pattern on these
randomly generated logic programs by taking longer time to determine the existence of an
answer set for logic programs that are generated with a certain density αh and being able
to quickly compute the existence of an answer set for all other instances that are generated
with α << αh and α >> αh . Thus showing that a hard region exists for SAT solvers at a
particular value of α, for instance α = αh , and there exist easy regions for α << αh and
α >> αh .
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5.1.2

Fixed Body Length Model

Here, we will recall Zhao and Lin’s fixed body length model. Let F LK (N, α) denote a
class of random logic programs with N atoms and L = α × N rules, where each rule has
a fixed length of K (2 ≤ K ≤ N ) literals such that K \ 1 literals appear in the body of
the rule and a single atom occurs in the head of the rule. Let At denote the set of N atoms.
The probability space
Ω = {a ← b1 , . . . , bn , not(c1 ), . . . , not(cm )
| a ∈ At,

{b1 , . . . , bn , c1 , . . . , cm } ⊆ At,

n + m = K − 1},

consists of the set of all the possible rules with K − 1 literals in its body. The procedure
below is used to generate a program by allowing each rule in it to be selected from this set
with equal probability.
Generation of Random Logic Programs (F LK (N, α))
The authors [80] generate a random logic program from the class F LK (N, α) in the following way. Let us use AtN = {a1 , . . . , aN } to denote the set of N atoms. Each of the L
distinct rules is generated by
• randomly choosing an atom ai for the head of the rule,
• randomly choosing K \ 1 different atoms from At for the body and negating each
with probability 0.5, and
• discarding the rule if it has been previously generated.
Experiments on F LK (N, α)
The rules that are generated in each random logic program in the class F LK (N, α) using
the method described above are distinct. Hence, each logic program that is generated from
the class F LK (N, α) can have at most Lmax (i.e., α × N ≤ Lmax ) number of rules in it.
This number is given by,
N
Lmax = N ∗ 2K−1 ∗ CK−1
[80].
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Let us use αmax to denote the rule density of the logic program with Lmax rules. The
authors [80] prove the following:
• There does not exist an answer set for a logic program in the class F LK (N, αmax )
(with all possible rules).
• There exists a unique answer set for a logic program in the class F LK (N, 0) (with
no rules) which is the empty set.
In the experiments conducted by the authors [80], they generate random logic programs using the method described above. They generate a class of random logic programs
F LK (N, α) with parameters N = 150, K = 3, and α in the range from 0.5 to 12 in
increments of 0.5.
The time taken by the different solvers (smodels, ASSAT, DLV) on these programs
as well as the probability (i.e., experimental probability) of existence of an answer set is
plotted in their graph [80]. The probability of existence of an answer set with N = 150
drops from 1 to 0 as α increases from 0 to 12. The initial drop in probability for α < 2
is steep. Each of the solvers show an easy-hard-easy region when α is in the range from
3 to 8 and with maximum hardness occurring when α is close to 5. In the hard region,
the probability of existence of an answer set is in the range from 0.1 to 0.2. This is in
contrast to the hard region for randomly generated SAT instances [57] which occurs when
the probability of existence of a model is 0.5. The authors do not provide a reason for the
appearance of an easy-hard-easy region for the class of random logic programs generated
by them. However, they relate the hard region to the low probability area, due to the fact
that logic programs are non-monotonic and the appearance of a local contradiction does
not indicate that the problem is unsatisfiable. Whereas in SAT the appearance of a local
contradiction indicates that the problem is unsatisfiable. All three solvers take on average
more time to solve an unsatisfiable instance when compared to the time taken to solve a
satisfiable instance in the hard region. The average time taken by DLV on all the instances
in the hard region is higher when compared to the time taken by smodels and ASSAT, and
the average time taken by smodels is greater than the time taken by ASSAT in the same
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region.

5.1.3

Mixed Body Length Model

In the mixed body length model the rules in the program have varying numbers of literals
in their body. A probability distribution Σn>0 λ(n) = 1 provides the probability λ(n) that
a rule with n − 1 literals in its body and a single literal in the head occurs in a randomly
generated logic program. We use M Lλ (N, α) to denote the class of logic programs in
the mixed body length model that have N atoms, rule density α, and have the probability
distribution λ.
The authors [80] generate random logic programs from the class M Lλ (N, α) with the
following parameters: N = 100, 0.5 ≤ α ≤ 12, λ(3) = 0.5, and λ(4) = 0.5. A phase transition for the probability of existence of an answer set occurred with increasing α, similar
to the one observed in the fixed body length model. The authors also observe an easyhard-easy pattern as they plot the average time taken by the SAT solvers to determine the
existence of an answer set for randomly generated programs from this class with increasing
rule density, similar to that observed in the first class of instances. The hard region occurs
for this class of instances around α = 6.

5.2

Random SAT

We provide here an introduction to the generation of random satisfiability (SAT) instances
and their properties, since it has motivated the generation of random logic programs. The
main motivation for the generation of random SAT instances is to find hard instances to
help with testing and improving the performance of solvers. The initial generation of hard
random SAT instances had motivated researchers to understand the properties of these instances and the reasons for their hardness.
There has been research in generating random K-SAT instances in particular random
3-SAT instances and understanding their properties. This is because every SAT instance
can be represented as a 3-SAT instance. In the following subsection we discuss a method
for generating random K-SAT instances. We also discuss the experimental results obtained
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by using the DPLL algorithm (used in the majority of SAT solvers) on these SAT instances
as seen in [57].

5.2.1

Generation of Random SAT instances

There are many methods [57] for generating random SAT instances. We discuss one of
the methods used for generating random K-SAT instances with a fixed number of literals
(K) in each clause. We describe in this section one of the earliest works on generating and
observing properties such as the phase transition and the easy-hard-easy region for random
SAT instances, which was done by David Mitchell et al. [57].
Let us use RSAT K (N, β) to denote the class of random SAT instances where each
instance has a set of atoms N , clause density β, β × N clauses, and every clause has a fixed
number of K distinct atoms in it. The set of K atoms in a clause is chosen randomly from
the set of atoms N , and each atom is negated with probability 0.5. The maximum number

N
of clauses that a random instance in the class RSAT K (N, β) can have is 2K K
. In this
method, each of the β × N clauses is randomly and uniformly chosen without replacement

N
from the set of all 2K K
clauses.

5.2.2

Properties of RSAT K (N, β) instances

There are four key properties observed in randomly generated RSAT K (N, β) SAT instances using the method described above. They are as follows.
• There is a phase transition from satisfiable instances to unsatisfiable instances (i.e.,
the probability that the randomly generated instance is satisfiable drops from 1 to
0) as we randomly generate SAT instances from the class RKSAT K (N, β), with
increasing clause density β. The region where the transition in the probability takes
place (i.e., the probability that the randomly generated instance is satisfiable is strictly
less than 1 or is strictly greater than 0) is narrow when compared to the region where
the probability that the randomly generated instance is satisfiable is exactly 1 or 0.
• There is a region (specified by β) called the critical region where the average number of calls made by the DPLL algorithm on all instances (both satisfiable and un74

satisfiable) is much larger than elsewhere. This region is directly correlated to the
cross-over point which is the point at which the probability of generating a satisfiable instance is 0.5.
• The cross-over point for a fixed clause length K appears at approximately the same
clause density d as N is varied, for instance when K = 3 the cross-over point is
approximately 4.258 [20].
• There are easy regions on either side of the critical region. Hence, there is an easyhard-easy pattern observed for RKSAT K (N, β) instances that are generated with
increasing β.
Experimental results on RSAT K (N, β)
In their work [57] the authors generate RSAT 3 (50, β) instances for increasing values
of β. They observe a phase transition for the probability of existence of a model for
RSAT 3 (50, β) instances that they generate with increasing β. The probability that the
randomly generated instance is satisfiable is closer to 1 when β ≤ 3, and this probability
converges to 0 when β ≥ 6.
The authors plot the average number of recursive calls to the DPLL algorithm which
corresponds to the number of choice points made by the DPLL algorithm on satisfiable,
unsatisfiable, and all (both satisfiable and unsatisfiable) RSAT 3 (50, β) instances [57]. The
authors notice that the average number of choice points made by all instances is maximum in the critical region (β = 4.258). However, on either side of the critical region the
average number of choices made by all the instances is much smaller. Hence, an easyhard-easy pattern was observed for RSAT 3 (50, β) instances. A similar phase transition
and easy-hard-easy pattern for RSAT 3 (N, β) instances with N = 20, 40 was observed by
the authors [57]. However, the average number of choice points increases as N increases
for RSAT 3 (N, β) instances that have the same β.
The instances that are generated on the left-hand side of the critical region are underconstrained due to the low clause density, and the DPLL algorithm requires less time to
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find a model of the instance. So as the clause density decreases, the probability that the
instance being generated is satisfiable increases and reaches 1. On the right-hand side of
the critical region the instances have a high clause density and are over-constrained. In the
over-constrained region the DPLL algorithm is able to quickly determine that the instance
is unsatisfiable. Hence, as the clause density increases, the probability that an instance
being generated is satisfiable decreases and reaches 0.
The phase transition and easy-hard-easy pattern was also observed for instances generated in the class RSAT K (25, β) with K ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5} [20].
There has also been work on trying to understand the exact reasons for the occurrence
of the hard region in random SAT instances. The recent works include identifying features
such as backbones [79], backdoors [45], satisfiable cores [78], and unsatisfiable cores
[52] and relating them to the occurrence of the hard region. However, no satisfactory
explanations have yet emerged.

5.2.3

Threshold for random SAT

In the early 90’s a satisfiability threshold conjecture [16] was proposed. It states that there
is a constant βK called the satisfiability threshold that is dependent on the fixed clause
length K such that


K

lim P r[RSAT (N, β) is satisfiable] =

N →∞

1
0

if β < βK
if β > βK

The value of β2 is proven to be 1 [16]. Since the early 90’s and for more than a decade
much of the research in determining the satisfiability threshold [23, 43] was focussed on
trying to determine the lower bound and upper bound for β3 and for the general case βK ,
K ≥ 3 [8, 6, 29, 31, 76]. The best-known lower bound for β3 is 3.52 [38] and the bestknown upper bound is 4.506 [23]. Moreover, in 2006 the threshold value for βK for K ≥ 3
was asymptotically approximated as Θ(2K ) [7].
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

The goal of this thesis is to develop techniques to generate hard random theories and programs that can be challenging for existing solvers, as well as to study the properties of these
theories. These hard benchmarks can be used to evaluate the performance of the existing
solvers. In the past, the generation of hard random SAT formulas has had a substantial positive effect on the design and performance of SAT solvers. It has also motivated research
for more than a decade that focussed on understanding the experimental and theoretical
properties of these randomly generated formulas, as well as on improving the efficiency of
satisfiability testing algorithms.
Our work described in this thesis, like the work done earlier in the area of random SAT
and random logic programs, is aimed at generating hard instances for both ASP and SAT
solvers. However, we differ by considering theories and programs with especially simple
structure for existing ASP and SAT solvers. Our initial motivation to generate hard random
logic programs comes from the work done in [80] and the research done in the area of
random SAT [6, 8, 20, 29, 31, 45, 52, 57, 76, 78, 79]. A direct linear-space translation
that exists for tight logic programs to CNF theories [28], especially a translation from tight
2-literal purely negative constraint-free logic programs to MHFs, further motivated our
interest in generating hard and simple MHFs for SAT solvers.
In this thesis we have considered a model of random logic programs in which every
rule has exactly two literals. Our model allows for different combinations of normal rules
and constraints of particular types. We showed experimentally that 2-literal programs that
are purely negative and constraint-free are harder than programs of any other type that
our model can generate. We observed an easy-hard-easy pattern as we plotted the average
number of choice points made by randomly generated programs that are purely negative
and constraint free ([mR− ]n ) with increasing density. Random programs from the hard
region that are purely negative and constraint free with 600 atoms are currently beyond the
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reach of ASP solvers. Understanding the source of difficulty of these hard logic programs
may help design better solvers.
We computed experimentally the probability of existence of an answer set for randomly
generated programs with a fixed number of atoms and as a function of the density. We were
able to approximate theoretically the probability of existence of an answer set for programs
with very few rules as well as for dense programs with a large number of rules.
We further noticed that the purely negative constraint-free logic programs are tight logic
programs, thus answer sets of these programs are exactly models of their completions.
Formulas of the completion of a program from [mR− ]n are of the form (1) a ∨ b, where
a ← not(b) ∈ P , and (2) ¬a ∨ ¬b1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬bk , where a ← not(bi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, are all
rules in P with a as the head. Thus, the completions of such programs are simple formulas
with most of their clauses consisting of two literals and all other clauses being disjunctions
of atoms. These formulas are special mixed Horn formulas (MHFs).
We then defined models of these simple classes of MHFs with further restrictions on
their syntactic structure. We would like to note that finding the right model is non-trivial
(c.f. early model proposed in SAT [36]). We defined the following classes of MHFs:
CMH (k), CMH 1 (k), MH 1 (k) and MH (k). The key finding is that despite their simple
form, randomly generated formulas from these classes (for the appropriate selections of
parameters) are challenging benchmarks for the current generation of state-of-the-art SAT
solvers. Thus, formulas in these classes are relevant for the design of fast SAT solvers and
deserve attention. We studied these classes experimentally, focusing on identifying phase
transitions and hardness patterns, in order to facilitate generation of hard formulas. We
observed a rapid phase transition for formulas generated from the class CMH n (k) with a
fixed k and n, but with an increasing density of 2-literal rules, similar to the phase transition
observed in random 3-SAT. We further showed the existence of an easy-hard-easy pattern
as we plotted the average number of choice points generated at the critical region by the
SAT solver clasp on programs from CMH N (k), with increasing values of k. We observed
that the peak in the hard region occurred for programs generated in the phase transition
region of CMH n (15) when the number of 2-clauses was about 14.5n. We showed that
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these programs pose a major challenge for the current generation of SAT solvers. Similarly,
the instances from CMH 1n (k) show an easy-hard-easy behavior (as the length k of purely
negative clauses grows), with the peak hardness when k = 15. The instances generated
from CMH 1n (15) are predominantly satisfiable (probability of a random formula generated
from that class being satisfiable is at least 0.9). We show that these satisfiable instances
are very hard for local-search SAT solvers. We note that the class MH 1n is closely related
to the class [mR− ]n of logic programs that we have studied, and identified as containing
programs that are especially hard for the current generation of the answer set solvers.
We thus have generated hard instances for SAT and ASP solvers, and have analyzed
the experimental and theoretical properties of these hard instances. Our research suggests
several interesting directions for future investigations. Theoretical problems of interest
include:
1. Studying the threshold value for MHFs generated from the model. Specifically, proving the existence of a threshold value and estimating its location.
2. Developing stronger conditions on the density over which programs in [mR− ]n a.a.s.
have an answer set.
3. Providing a more precise explanation of the easy-hard-easy pattern that emerges for
programs in [mR− ]n (and several other classes of programs and theories we considered)
Among problems of more practical importance are:
1. Developing local search solvers that can successfully terminate on theories from the
class CMH 1n (k). Current solvers are well tuned for handling randomly generated satisfiable 3-CNF theories but fail on MHFs that we generate from the model CMH 1n (k).
2. Studying heuristics and conflict clause learning methods that would work well for
programs and theories that can be generated from the hard regions for the models
[mR− ]n and CMH n (k). Some of these techniques may prove also for programs and
theories of other types.
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Appendix A

Experimental results on random logic programs from
[mR− ]n

We provide here the experimental results for programs from the class [mR− ]n using ASP
solvers clasp and smodels. These experiments were performed using an AMD Athlon(tm)
64 X2 Dual Core Processor 5000+ with 512 KB of cache memory. The graphs in Figure
A.1, Figure A.3, and Figure A.5, shows the easy-hard-easy pattern as we plot the average
number of choice points generated by the solvers clasp and smodels on computing answer
sets of satisfiable instances from [mR− ]n with increasing rule density d = m/n. Similarly,
the graphs in Figure A.2, Figure A.4, and Figure A.6, show the easy-hard-easy pattern as
we plot the average number of choice points generated by the solvers clasp and smodels
for unsatisfiable instances from [mR− ]n with increasing rule density d = m/n.
In Figure A.7 and Figure A.8, we observe an easy-hard-easy pattern as we plot the average time taken by the solvers smodels and clasp for satisfiable and unsatisfiable instances
from the class [mR− ]n , with n = 200 and increasing rule density d.
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Figure A.1: The easy-hard-easy pattern for 500 consistent programs from the class [mR− ]n
with n = 125.
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Figure A.2: The easy-hard-easy pattern for 100 inconsistent programs from the class
[mR− ]n with n = 125.
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Figure A.3: The easy-hard-easy pattern for 500 consistent instances from the class [mR− ]n
with n = 175.
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Figure A.4: The easy-hard-easy pattern for 100 inconsistent instances from the class
[mR− ]n with n = 175.
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Figure A.5: The easy-hard-easy pattern for 500 consistent instances from the class [mR− ]n
with n = 200.
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Figure A.6: The easy-hard-easy pattern for 100 inconsistent instances from the class
[mR− ]n with n = 200.
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Figure A.7: The easy-hard-easy pattern for 100 consistent instances from the class [mR− ]n
with n = 200.
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Figure A.8: The easy-hard-easy pattern for 100 inconsistent instances from the class
[mR− ]n with n = 200.
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Experimental results on MHFs from MH n (k)

Appendix B

We provide in Figures B.1-B.9, the experimental results obtained using the solver clasp on
instances from the class MH n (k) with k = 5, 10, and n = 50, 100, 150, 200, 250. Figures
B.10-B.13 gives the experimental results obtained using the solver minisat on instances
from the class MH n (k) with k = 10, 20, . . . , 40, and n = 200. These results show the existence of a phase-transition for the probability of existence of a model, and a corresponding
easy-hard-easy pattern (as we plot the average number of choice points generated by the
solver) for instances with increasing rule density d.
We also show the easy-hard-easy pattern obtained by plotting the average time taken
by the solver glucose on instances from the class MH 1n (k) with n = 200 in Figure B.14, as
well as by the solver march hi on instances from the class MH 1n (k) with n = 200 in Figure
B.15.
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Figure B.1: The phase-transition and easy-hard-easy pattern for clasp on 500 instances
from the class MH n (5) with n = 50.
These results shown here were obtained using an AMD Athlon(tm) 64 X2 Dual Core
Processor 5000+ with 512 KB of cache memory.
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Figure B.2: The phase-transition and easy-hard-easy pattern for clasp on 500 instances
from the class MH n (10) with n = 50.
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Figure B.3: The phase-transition and easy-hard-easy pattern for clasp on 500 instances
from the class MH n (5) with n = 100.
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Figure B.4: The phase-transition and easy-hard-easy pattern for clasp on 500 instances
from the class MH n (10) with n = 100.
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Figure B.5: The phase-transition and easy-hard-easy pattern for clasp on 500 instances
from the class MH n (5) with n = 150.
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Figure B.6: The phase-transition and easy-hard-easy pattern for clasp on 500 instances
from the class MH n (5) with n = 200.
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Figure B.7: The phase-transition and easy-hard-easy pattern for clasp on 500 instances
from the class MH n (10) with n = 200.
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Figure B.8: The phase-transition and easy-hard-easy pattern for clasp on 500 instances
from the class MH n (5) with n = 250.
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Figure B.9: The phase-transition and easy-hard-easy pattern for clasp on 500 instances
from the class MH n (10) with n = 250.
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Figure B.10: The easy-hard-easy pattern for Minisat on 100 instances from the class
MH n (10) with n = 200.
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Figure B.11: The easy-hard-easy pattern for Minisat on 100 instances from the class
MH n (20) with n = 200.
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Figure B.12: The easy-hard-easy pattern for Minisat on 100 instances from the class
MH n (30) with n = 200.
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Figure B.13: The easy-hard-easy pattern for Minisat on 100 instances from the class
MH n (40) with n = 200.
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